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Is published in conformity with section ninth (9)

of the Terms of Drill, for the government of the

Trial Drill, or Drills, arising from the challenge

issued by the

U. S. Zouave Cadets, Sept. 20, 1859.

The following is the section referred to :

Ninth. We claim the privilege of using a Light

Infantry Mranual, adapted to the Minie Musket, ar

ranged for our use by Col. Ellsworth, in lieu of

Hardee's Manual, a strict observance of which (in

our case) is rendered impossible, as it contemplated

the us of the rifle. To affect any fancied advan

tage arising from this, we will place in the hands

of the Judges a printed copy of this Manual, which

shall contain as many movements, and all of them

as difficult of execution os Harder's or Scott's, and

they may exact a strict observance of all its details.

E. E. ELLSWORTH,

Commandant of Cadets.
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HJaraial of %xras.

PART FIRST.

Remarks on the Manual of Arms.

The Manual of arms will be taught to four men,

at first in one rank, at intervals of twelve inches.

When the recruits have become somewhat accus

tomed to the piece, place them elbow to elbow, and

after some days of instruction, in two ranks. When

a large number are to be instructed, seat all except

the squad under instruction, in such a manner that

they can observe all that transpires, and require

them to maintain strict silence and attention to the

instructor. After causing the squad of four men to

execute one command several times, until they com

prehend it, cause anothor squad to take their place,

and in turn execute the same command. Repeat

this practice with each squad in succession.

Repeat the first motion of each command until

the recruit can execute it with confidence, then add

the second. At the conclusion of each command,

cause the recruit to correct the position without

looking at the piece. The practice of the manual
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by detail should not be discontinued until the

recruit thoroughly comprehends the minutia of every

movement, and can execute it with confidence ; and,

even then, the practice should not be wholly aban

doned at once, but by degrees, executing the manual,

first by detail and then without the numbers.

The recruits are liable to become careless, and

pay no attention to the cadence of the manual.*

To habituate them to observing this cadence, when

they have progressed, sufficiently to commence

drilling without the numbers, cause them to exe

cute the manual, counting aloud for each pause.

For instance, the instructor commands—

Support—Arms.

The recruit, as he executes the motions, counts

aloud, one—two—three. This practice cannot be

too highly commended, or too frequently practiced.

" The instructor will occasionally cause the recruits

to execute the manual on the march, giving the

command of execution always as the right foot

strikes the ground. The motions will be made in

the same time as the march—common or quick—

and with the motion of the left foot. The recruits

will be instructed to shoulder arms at the command

—Halt. This rule is general.

♦Note.—Inr drilling a company, on an average, five nights

per week for one year, I rarely allowed an evening to pass with

out calling the attention of the mon to this practice. By per

sisting in it, the men were brought to execute the loading and

firing at will in correct time, and with perfect uniformity of

movement.
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Directions for Instructors.

1. The instructor will always first explain what

he proposes to teach, in a few clear and precise

words. He will himself execute what he is about

to command, by way of illustration, and endeavor

to accustom the recruit to take, himself, the right

position, and not place him in it, by the touch, until

after the failure of repeated explanations.

The lessons will be followed by remarks, having

for their object to demonstrate the utility of the

principles prescribed. The instructor cannot study

them too much, nor be too particular in their

application.

The tone of command will always be animated,

and elevated in voice in proportion to the number

of men under instruction.

Commands will be of two kinds : Commands of

caution, and those of execution.

The commands of caution, herein distinguished

by italics, will be pronounced distinctly, and in an

elevated voice—lengthening a little the last syllable.

The commands of execution, herein printed in

capitals, will be pronounced in a tone firm and

brief.

The last syllable of the command will decide the

brisk execution of the first motion of each time (or

pause.) The commands two, three and four, will

decide the brisk execution of the other motions.
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Principles of Shouldered Arms.

POSITION.

1. The piece in the right hand, the right arm

slightly bent, the barrel nearly vertical and resting

in the hollow of the shoulder, the guard to the

front, the arm hanging nearly at its full length

near the body ; the thumb and fore-finger embrac

ing the guard, the remaining fingers closed together,

and grasping the swell of the stock just under the

cock, which rest on the little finger.

The instructor will take great care that the piece,

at a shoulder, be not carried too high nor too low ;

if too high, the right elbow would spread out, the

soldier weuld occupy too much space in his rank,

and the piece be made to waver ; if too low, the files

would be too much closed, the soldier would not

have the necessary space to handle his piece with

facility, the right arm would become too much

fatigued, and would draw down the shoulder.

2. The instructor will have occasion to remark

that recruits, on first bearing arms, are liable to

derange their position by lowering the right shoul

der and the right hand, or by sinking the hip and

spreading out the elbows.

3. He will be careful to correct all these faults by

continually rectifying the position ; he will some

times take away the piece to replace it the better ;

he will avoid fatiguing the recruits too much in the
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beginning, but labor by degrees to, render this

position so natural and easy that they may remain

in it a long time without fatigue.

4. Recruits are frequently seen with natural de

fects in the conformation of the shoulders, breast

and hips. These the instructor will enable to cor

rect in the lessons without arms, and afterwards,

by steady endeavors, so that the appearance of the

pieces, in the same line, may be uniform, and this

without constraint to the men in their positions.

Q, 1 Qrder—!Aems.

One Time and two Motion).

5. (First Motion.) Detach the right hand from

the piece, letting it drop to within two inches of the

ground, at the same moment throw the left across

the body and re-seize the piece with both hands.

Potition of hand*. Left—thumb and fingers joined

and extended, resting on the piece at the upper

band, pressing it against the shoulder: Right—

three inches below the middle band, thumb between

the body and piece, the fingers closed, extended and

turned to the front, so as to bring the palm of the

hand obliquely to the rear. The Piece—perpendic

ular, band against the shoulder, butt three inches

from the ground, beak on a line and even with the

right toe.

6. (Second Motion.) Drop both hands at the

game moment, the left to its place at the side, with
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the right bringing the piece to the ground ; as the

piece touches the ground, if the right arm is not

already extended, lower the hand and take the posi

tion about to be described. *

Position of Order Arms.

7. The Piece—perpendicular, rammer to the front,

barrel pressed gently against the shoulder, beak

against and even with the toe of the right foot ;

right hand as in first motion, arm extended.

3 1Shoulder—2Arj^S.

One time and two motions.

8. (First motion.) Raise the piece vertically,

by a smart motion of the right hand, detaching the

hand, and re-seize it at the position of shouldered

arms; at the same moment throw the left hand

across the body and press the piece to the shoulder,

without closing the fingers of the left hand.

Positions. The piece—as in shoulder arms; the

right hand, same; the left—fingers and thumb ex

tended and joined, pressed against the piece at the

middle band.

9. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand smartly

to the side.
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5 l Trail—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

10. (First motion.) The same as the first motion

of order arms.

11. (Second motion.) Incline the muzzle slightly

to the front, the butt to the rear, and about four

inches from the ground. The right hand, supported

at the hip will so hold the piece that the rear rank

men may not touch with their bayonets the men in

the front rank.

(3 l Shoulder-^-1Arms.

12. At the command, shoulder, raise the piece

perpendicularly in the right hand, the little finger

in the rear of the barrel; at the command, arms,

execute what has been prescribed for the shoulder

from the position of order arms.

*Y 1Right shoulder shift—'Arms.

One time and two motions.

13. (First motion.) Raise the piece briskly with

the right hand, seizing it at the same time with the

left.

POSITIONS.

The Piece—vertical; barrel to the rear; hammer
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resting lightly against the top of the right shoulder.

Right hand—three fingers under the butt; first fin

ger and thumb over the beak; elbow to the rear.

Left hand—thumb on the S plate; fingers covering

the trigger guard.

14. (Second Motion.) Quit the piece with the

left hand, letting it fall to the side ; turn the right

hand a little to the left, lower and carry it to the

right about six inches, resting the piece on the

shoulder, lock plate upwards ; muzzle on a line with

the left shoulder.

8 1Shoulder—'Arms.

One time and two motions.

15 (Mrst motion.) Raise the piece perpendicu

larly by extending the right arm; quit the piece

with the right hand, letting the piece slide to the

position of shoulder arms ; re-seize it with the right

hand at the handle, at the same moment throw the

left hand to the right shoulder to steady the piece.

16. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand by the

aide.

9 1Le/t /Shoulder Shift—IA.RMS.

One time and three motions.

17. (First motion.) Bring the piece, with the
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hand, perpendicularly to the front and between the

eyes, the barrel to the rear; seize the piece with

the left hand at the lower band, raise this hand as

high as the chin, and seize the piece at the same

time with the right hand, at the small of the stock.

18. (Second motion.) Turn the piece with the

right hand, the barrel to the front; carry the piece

to the left shoulder, placing the left hand under the

butt, finger and thumb over the heel; glide the

right hand up to the hammer, fingers extended

and joined. Position of the piece—vertical, butt

well back, lock plate as high as the arm pit.

19. (Third Motion.) Turn the left hand over

to the left, carry it well to the left, elbow against

the body and left fore-arm horizontal, hand under

the butt. Position of the Piece—barrel to the left,

lock plate downward, muzzle obliquely to the right

and rear.

^O 1 Shoulder—'Arms.

One time and three motions.

20. (First motion.) Grasp the piece with the

right hand under and against the left fore-arm ;

bring it to the front as in No. 17 ; seize it with the

hand at the lower band, the thumb extended, the

left fore-arm along the stock.

21. (Second motion.) Carry the piece vertically

to the right shoulder with both hands, the rammer
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to the front ; change the position of the right hand

so as to embrace the guard with the thumb and

fore finger ; slip the left hand to the height of the

shoulder, the fingers extended and joined, the right

arm nearly straight.

22. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand quickly

by the side.

H 1Sv,pport—"Arms.

One time and three motions.

23. (First motion.) Same as first motion of left

shoulder shift arms (No. 17.)

24. (Second motion.) Turn the piece with the

right hand, the barrel to the front ; carry the piece

to the left shoulder, and pass the fore-arm extended

on the breast, between the right hand and the cock ;

support the cock against the left fore-arm, the left

hand resting on the breast.

25. ( Third motion. ) Drop the right hand by the

side.

12 1 Shoulder—IA.RMS.

One time and three motions.

26. (First motion.) Grasp the piece with the right

hand, at the small of the stock, bring the piece to the

front and re-seize it at the tail band, with the left

hand, as in first motion of shoulder from left shoulder

shift.
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27. (Second motion.) Same as the second mo

tion of shoulder arms from the left shoulder shift.

28. (Third motion.) Same as the third motion

of shoulder arms from the left shoulder shift.

]_3 1Secure—'Arms.

One time and three motions.

29. (First motion.) The same as the first mo

tion of left shoulder shift arms, No, 17, except with the

right hand seize the piece at the small of the stock.

30. (Second motion.) Turn the piece with both

hands, the barrel to the front ; bring it opposite

the left shoulder, the butt against the hip, the left

hand at the lower band, the thumb as high as the

eye, and extended on the rammer ; the piece erect

and detached from the shoulder, the left fore-arm

against the piece.

31. (Third motion.) Reverse the piece, pass it

under the left arm, the left hand remaining at the

lower band, the thumb on the rammer to prevent it

from sliding out, the little finger resting ag.iinst

the hip, the trigger guard under the arm, the right

hand falling at the same time by the side.

\/^. lShoulder—2Arms.

One time and three motions.

32. (First motion.) Raiise the piece, opening
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tlie left hand and allowing the piece to turn barrel

to the rear ; seize it with the right hand at the

small of the stock, bringing it to the first position

of secure arms, in front of the body.

33. (Second motion.) The same as the second

motion of shoulder arms from the support.

34. (Third motion.) The same as the third mo

tion of shoulder arms from the support.

^5 'Present—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

85. (First motion.) With the right hand bring

the piece erect before the center of the body, the

rammer to the front ; at the same time seize the piece

with the left hand, half way between the guide sight

and lower band, the thumb extended along the barrel

and against the stock, the fore-arm horizontal and

resting against the body, the hand as high as the

elbow.

36. (Second motion.) Grasp the small of the

stock with the right hand below and against the

guard, the fingers extended and joined, the end of

the second finger resting on the screw of the trigger

guard.

16 1SIwulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

87. (First motion.) Bring the piece to the right
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shoulder ; at the same time change the position of

the right hand so as to embrace the guard with the

thumb and fore-finger ; slip up the left hand to the

height of the shoulder, the fingers extended and «

joined, the right arm nearly straight.

38. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand quickly

by the side.

PART SECOND.

From the Position of Support Arms.

^JY 1Right Shoulder Shift—2Abms.

One time and three motions.

39. (First motion.) Throw up the right hand

smartly, grasp the piece at the small of the stock,

bring it to the front, re-seize it with the left hand

below the right.

Position of the piece.—Lock plate to the front and

at the height of the chin ; piece, Tertical.

40. (Second motion.) Carry the piece to the

right, drop it on the shoulder, changing the right

hand to the butt, as in right shoulder shift arms

(No. 13.)

Position of the piece.—Butt held in front of the

center of the breast and close to the body, barrel

inclining directly to the rear.
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41. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand by the

side and carry the right hand to the right, bring

ing the piece to the position described in No. 14.

^g 1Support—IA.RMS.

One time and three motions.

42. (First motion.) Spring the piece forward to

a vertical position, grasping it with the left hand at

the tail band ; change the right hand to the small

of the stock and bring the piece to the first position

of support from the shoulder.

43. (Second motion.) Same as second motion of

support from the shoulder.

44. (Third motion.) Same as third motion of

support from the shoulder.

j_9 1Left Shoulder Shift—2Arms.

One time and three motions.

45. (First motion.) Grasp the piece briskly at

the small of the stock, with the right hand.

46. (Second motion.) Carry the left hand to the

butt and grasp it, as in second motion of left shoulder

shift from the shoulder (No. 18) ; glide the right

hand up to the lock, fingers extended and joined.

47. (Third motion.) Same as third motion of left

shoulder shift from the shoulder (No. 19).
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QO 1Support 2ARMS.

One time and three motions.

48. (First motion.) Bring the left hand smartly

to the side ; grasp the piece at the small of the

stock with the right hand—piece vertical.

49. (Second motion. ) Pass the left fore-arm under

the lock, as in second motion of support arms (No. 24).

50. (Third motion.) Drop the right hand by the

side.

When the piece is on the left shoulder, the

Instructor can cause it to be brought to the

right shoulder by the command.

QJ_ 1Bight Shoulder Shift—2Akms.

One time and three motions.

51. (First motion.) Bring the piece to a vertical

position ; seize it at the small of the stock with the

right hand ; change the left hand and hring it to

the first position of right shoulder shift from the sup

port (No. 39.)

52. (Second motion.) Same as second motion of

right shoulder shift from the support (No. 40).

53. ( Third motion. ) Same as third motion of right

shoulder shift from the support (No. 41).
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The piece mat be brought from the right to

the left shoulder by the command,

22 1Left Shoulder Shift—2AitMS.

One time and three motions.

54. (First motion. ) Same as first motion of sup

port from right shoulder shift (No. 42).

55. (Second motion. ) Same as second motion of

left shoulder shift from the shoulder (No. 18).

56. (Third motion.) Same as third motion of left

shoulder shift from the shoulder (No. 19).

PART THIRD.

Loading and Firing.

Remarks.—Loading at will, being that of battle,

and consequently the one with which it is most im

portant to render the men familiar, it will claim

preference in the exercises, the moment the men be

well established in the principles. To these they

will be brought by degrees, so that every man may

be able to load with cartridges, and to fire, at least

three rounds in a minute, with ease and regularity.

Accustom the men to count the motions, allowing

one pause for inserting the rammer in the barrel, and
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one for inserting the rammer in the pipes—making

thirty-two times or pauses.

The instructor will recommend to the captain to

make a short pause between the commands aim and

fire, to give the men time to aim with accuracy.

The instructor will place himself in a position to

see the two ranks, in order to detect faults ; he will

charge the captain and file closers to be equally

watchful, and to report to him when the ranks are

at rest. He will remand, for individual instruction,

the men who may be observed to load badly.

When the firing is executed with cartridges, it is

particularly recommended that the men observe, in

uncocking, whether smoke escapes from the tube,

which is a certain indication that the piece has been

discharged ; but if, on the contrary, no smoke es

capes, the soldier, in such case, instead of re-load

ing, will pick and prime again. If, believing the

load to be discharged, the soldier should put a

second cartridge in his piece, he ought, at least, to

perceive it in ramming, by the height of the load;

and he would be very culpable, should he put in a

third. The instructor will always cause arms to be

inspected after firing with cartridges, in order to

observe if the fault has been committed of putting

three cartridges, without a discharge, in the same

piece, in which case the ball screw will be applied.

It sometimes happens, when a cap has missed fire,

that the tube is found stopped up with a hard,
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white and compact powder; in this case, picking

will be dispensed with, and a new cap substituted

for the old one.

Whenever the loadings and firings are to be exe

cuted, the instructor will cause the cartridge boxes

to be brought to the front.

If the Minie ball be used, the ramming will be

done gently, sufficiently to send the ball home.

Q3 lLoad in eight times.

2Load.

One time and two motions.

57. (First motion.) Face obliquely to the left;

turn the toe of the left foot three inches to the left ;

move up the right foot, without changing the direc

tion of the toe, and place the heel against the hol

low of the left foot; at the same time carry the

piece across the body to the left side, and seize it

at the middle band with the left hand.

Positions. Piece—obliquely across the body, butt

to the left of the thigh, barrel obliquely to the right.

Right hand—clasping the piece as in shouldered

arms. Left hand—at the middle band, opposite the

centre of the breast.

58. (Second motion.) Disengage the right hand,

carry it to the cartridge box, and bring the piece

gently to the ground with the left hand.
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Position of the piece.—Resting against the left

thigh, held by the left hand at the middle band ;

rammer obliquely to the left and rear ; butt against

the outside hollow of the left foot ; muzzle three

inches from the center of the breast.

Q4- 2 lHandle—2Caetridoe.

One time and three motion*.

59. (First motion.) Raise the box cover.

■60. (Second motion.) Seize a cartridge between

the thumb and two first fingers.

61. (Third motion.) Slide the left hand up to the

upper band ; bring the right hand from the car

tridge box to the left hand ; seize the end of the

cartridge between the thumb and finger of the left

band.

Qg 3 1Tear—'Cartridge.

One time and three motions.

62. (First motion.) Press the thumb nail into the

end of the cartridge.

63. (Second motion.) Tear open the paper with

the thumb of the left hand—hold the cartridge, ball

downward.

64. ( Third motion. ) Carry the cartridge to the

muzzle, back of the hand to the front—elbow close

to the body.
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Q(3 4 1 CAar^e^CARTRlDGE.

One time and six motions.

65. (First motion.) Pour the powder into the

muzzle.

66. (Second motion.) Carry the hand to the first

position of tear cartridge, and seize the paper "with

the left.

67. (Third motion.) Tear the paper from the hall.

68. (Fourth motion.) As No. 3 of tear cartridge.

69. (Fifth motion.) Insert the ball in the bore,

pointed end uppermost.

70. (Sixth motion.) Seize the rammer with the

thumb end fore-finger of the right hand, fingers

closed—elbows near the body.

QT* 5. lDraw—'Rammer.

One time and two motions.

71. (First motion.) Half draw the rammer by a

quick extension of the right arm.

72. (Second motion.) Grasp the rammer near the

muzzle between the thumb and fore-finger, palm of

the hand to the front; fingers extended, joined and

pointing upward.

73. (Third motion.) Clear the rammer from the

pipes by a quick extension of the arm—the rammer

in the prolongation of the pipes.
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74. (jf&urth motion. ) Turn the rammer, the little

end of the rammer passing near the left shoulder ;

place the head of the rammer on the hall, the fingers

closed and palm of the hand to the front—rammer

between the thumb and first finger,

QQ 6. lRam—'Cartridge.

One time and three motions.

75. (First motion.) Insert the rammer as far as

the right hand—turning the hand as it comes down,

that when the hand strikes the muzzle, the back

may be to the front.

76. (Second motion.) Extend the arm, passing

the thumb along the rammer; seize the rammer at

the end—position of the hand same as No. 4 draw

rammer.

77. ( Third motion. ) Press the ball home—motion

same as No. 1 of ram cartridye.

20 7. 1Return—2Rammer.

One time and six motions.-

78. (First motion.) By a quick motion of the

hand throw the rammer half way out of the barrel,

re-seize it at the middle—position same as No. 2

draw rammer.

79. (Second motion.) Same as third motion of

draw rammer.
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80. (Third motion.) As fourth motion of draw

rammer—insert the rammer in the pipe one inch.

81. (Fourth motion.) As first motion of ram

cartridge.

82. (Fifth motion. ) As second motion of ram car

tridge, except that the little finger is placed over the

butt of the rammer—finger closed.

83. (Sixth motion.) Force the rammer home and

extend the left hand.

30 8- l Shoulder—2Arms.

One time and three motions.

84. (First motion.) Raise the piece with the left

hand along the left side, left hand at height of the

eyes, the fore-arm touching the piece ; seize the

piece with the right hand at the small of the stock.

85. (Second motion. ) Bring the piece to the right

shoulder ; change the right hand as the piece strikes

the shoulder, face to the front; glide the left hand

up to the middle band.

86. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand by the side.

31 Ready.

One time and three motions.-

87. (First motion. ) Half face to the right ; turn

the left toe to the front ; carry the right foot to the
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1—__ u.

rear and place it at right angles with the left, the

hollow against the heel of the left foot.

88. (Second motion.) Throw the piece forward,

seize it at the tail band with the left hand, the muz

zle at the height of the eye, lock as low as the belt,

barrel up—thumb of the left hand extended along

the barrel; thumb of the right over the hammer,

fingers under and behind the guard.

89. (Third motion.) Bring back the hammer

with the thumb, and re-seize the piece at the handle

without deranging the position of the piece.

32 Aim.

One time and one motion.

90. Raise the piece with both hands, and support

the butt against the right shoulder—the left elbow

down, the right as high as the shoulder ; incline the

head upon the butt, so that the right eye may per

ceive quickly the notch upon the hausse, the front

sight, and the object aimed at ; the left eye closed,

the right thumb extended along the stock, the fore

finger on the trigger.

91. When the recruits are formed in two ranks to

execute the firings, the front rank men will raise a

little less the right elbow, in order to facilitate the

aim of the rear rank men.

92. The rear rank men, in aiming, will each

carry the right foot about eight inches to the right,
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and towards the left heel of the man next on the

right, incling the upper port of the body forward.

33 Fire.

One time and one motion.

93. Press the fore-finger against the trigger, fire,

without lowering or turning the head, and remain

in this position.

94. Instructors will he careful to observe when

the men fire, that they aim at some distinct object,

and that the barrel be so directed that the line of

fire and the line of sight be in the same vertical

plane. They will often cause the firing to be exe

cuted on ground of different inclinations, in order

to accustom the men to fire at object either above

or below them.

To LOAD WITHOUT RETURNING TO THE SHOUL

DER, COMMAND,

34 Load.

One time and two motions.

95. (First motion.) Face obliquely left, as in

first motion of load in eight times ; carry the piece to

the left side, extending the left hand to the middle

band—hand as high as the chin, elbow along the

barrel.

96. (Second motion.) Same as second motion of

load in eight times.
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35 IF IT BE DESIRED TO PASS FROM THE POSITION

OF Return Rammer directly to the command

READY, the eighth command of Shoulder

Arms IS TO BE omitted, and the command

READY, WILL BE EXECUTED AS FOLLOWS:

97. Baise the piece, with the left hand, along

the left side, the left hand at the height of the eyes,

the fore-arm touching the piece; seize the piece

with the right hand at the small of the stock.

98. (Second motion.) Make a half pace to the

right, turning on the left heel, and place the hollow

of the right foot against the heel of the left ; at the

same time pass the piece across the body; bring it

down to the second position of ready from the

shoulder.

99. (Third motion.) Same as third motion of

ready from shoulder arms.

The loading can now be continued as prescribed

in No. 57, and following.

TO ACCUSTOM THE RECRUITS TO WAIT FOR THE COM

MAND Fire, the Instructor, when they are in the

POSITION OF Aim, WILL COMMAND

36 Recover—"Arms.

One time and one motion.

100. At the first part of the command, withdraw

the finger from the trigger; at the command arms,

retake the position of the third motion of rtady.

2
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101. The recruits being in the position of the

third motion of ready, if the instructor should wish

to bring them to a shoulder, he will command—

37 1 Shoulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

102. (First motion.) At the command shoulder,

place the thumb upon the cock, the fore-finger

on the trigger, half-cock, and seize the small of the

stock with the right hand. At the command arms,

bring up the piece briskly to the right shoulder,

and re-take the position of shoulder arms.

103. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand by

the side.

Note.—If percussion caps are used instead of tbe Maynard

Priming Attachment, the command will be, Load in Nine

Times, and the eighth command will be, Prime.—One time and

three motions.

(First motion.) With the left hand bring up the piece verti

cally against the left shoulder , seize it smartly with the right

hand at the handle and slide the left hand to the tail band—left

hand as high as the eye.

(Second motion.) Make a half pace to the right, turning

upon the left heel, the right foot behind and at right angles

with the left, hollow of the right foot against the left heel;

bring down the piece to the right side, muzzle at the height of

the eye ; t he lock on a line with the bottom of the belt, the

thumb of the left hand extended along the barrel, right thumb

over the hammer, fingers under and against the guard.

(Third motion.) Half-cock the piece, brush off the old cap

with the thumb, carry the hand to the cap box, observing if any
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If, after firing, the Instructor should not

wish the recruits to re-load, he will command

1 Shoulder—2Arms.

104. At the command shoulder, bring the piece

down to the third position of ready.

105. At the command arms, perform what is pre

scribed in No. 85, and following.

To load in four times.

106. The object of this lesson is to prepare the

recruits to load at will, and to cause them to dis

tinguish the times which require the greatest reg

ularity and attention, such as charge cartridge, ram

cartrigde, and prime. It will be divided as follows :

107. The first time will be executed at the end

of the command; the three others, at the com

mands two, three and four.

The instructor will command:

38 lLoad in four times—2Load.

108. Execute the times to include handle car

tridge.

Two.

109. Execute the times to include charge cartridge.

smoke comes from the tube ; take a cap from the pouch and

place it firmly upon the cone by pushing it down with the

thumb; place thumb over hammer, fingers behind the guard.
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Three.

110. Execute the times to include ram cartridge.

Four.

111. Execute the time of shoulder arms.

To load at will.

112. The instructor will next teach loading at

will, which will be executed as loading in four

times, but continued, and without resting on either

of the times. He will command—

39 1Load at icill—2Load.

113. The instructor will habituate the recruits,

by degrees, to load with the greatest possible

promptitude, each without regulating himself by

his neighbor, and above all, without waiting for him.

4-Q Firings,

114. The firings are direct or oblique, and will

be executed as follows:

The direct fire.

115. The instructor will give the following com

mands :

41 1Fire by squad—2Squad—'Ready—

♦Aim—6Fire—"Load.
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116. These several commands will be executed as

has been prescribed in the Manual of Arms.. At the

third command, the men will come to the position

of ready, as heretofore explained. At the fourth,

they will aim according to the rank in which each

will find himself placed, the rear rank men inclin

ing forward a little the upper part of the body, in

order that their pieces may reach as much beyond

the front rank as possible.

117. At the sixth command, they will load their

pieces and return immediately to the position of

ready.

118. The instructor will re-commence the firing

by the commands,

4-2 1 Squad—2Aim—3Fire—'Load.

119. When the instructor wishes the firing to

cease, he will command,

43 l Cease—TlRING.

120. At this command the men will cease firing,

but will load their pieces if unloaded, and after

wards bring them to a shoulder.

4-4: Oblique Firings.

121. The oblique firings will be executed to the

right and left, and by the same commands as the
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direct fire, with this single difference—the command

aim, will always be preceded by the caution, right

or left oblique.

Position of the two ranks in the Oblique Fire

to the right.

122. At the command ready, the two ranks will

execute what has been prescribed for the direct fire.

At the cautionary command, right oblique, the two

ranks will throw back the right shoulder and look

steadily at the object to be hit.

At the command, aim, each front rank man will

aim to the right without deranging the feet ; each

rear rank man will advance the left foot about eight

inches towards the right heel of the man next on

the right of his file leader, and aim to the right,

inclining the upper part of the body forward, and

bending a little the left knee.

Position of the two ranks in the Oblique Fire

to the left.

123. At the cautionary command, left oblique, the

two ranks will throw back the left shoulder, and

look steadily at the object to be hit.

124. At the command, aim, the front rank will

take aim to the left without deranging the feet ;

each man in the rear rank will advance the right

foot about eight inches towards the right heel of

the man next on the right of his file leader, and
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aim to the left, inclining the upper part of the

body forward, and bending a little the right knee.

125. In both cases, at the command, load, the

men of each rank will come to the position of load,

as prescribed in the direct fire ; the rear rank men

bringing back the foot which is to the right and

front, by the side of the other. Each man will con

tinue to load as if isolated.

To fire by file.

126. The fire by file will be executed by the two

ranks, the files of which will fire successively, and

without regulating on each other, except for the

first fire.

127. The instructor will command :

45 lFire by file— 2Squad—3Keadt—

*Commence Firing.

128. At the third command, the two ranks will

take the position prescribed in the direct fire.

129. At the fourth command, the file on the right

will aim and fire ; the rear rank men, in aiming,

will take the position indicated in No. 116.

130. The men of this file will load their pieces

briskly and fire a second time ; re-load and fire

again, and so on in continuation.

131. The second file will aim, at the instant the

first bring down pieces to re-load, and will conform
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in all respects to that which has just been pre

scribed for the first file.

132. After the first fire, the front and rear rank

men will not be required to fire at the same time.

133. Each man, after loading, will return to the

position of ready, and continue the fire,

134 When the instructor wishes the fire to cease,

he will command :

/±.Q ' Cease—'Firing.

135. At this command, the men will cease firing.

If they have fired, they will load their pieces and

bring them to a shoulder ; if at the position of

ready, they will half-cock and shoulder arms. If in

the position of aim, they Tjjll bring down their

pieces, half-cock, and shoulder arms.

■4;7 To fire by ranlc.

136. The fire by rank will be executed by each

entire rank, alternately.

137. The instructor will command :

48 lFire by rank— '[Squad—sKeady—

'Rear rank—5Aim—'Fire—'Load.

138. At the third command, the two ranks will

take the position of ready, as prescribed in the di-

fire.
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139. At the seventh command, the rear rank will

execute that which has been prescribed in the di

rect fire, and afterwards take the position of ready.

140. As soon as the instructor sees several men

of the rear rank in the position of ready, he will

command :

_4.Q 1Front Rank—2Aim—3Fire—*Load.

141. At these commands, the men in the front

rank will execute what has been prescribed for the

rear rank, but they will not step off with the right

foot.

142. The instructor will re-commence the firing

by the rear rank, and will thus continue to alter

nate from rank to rank, until he shall wish the fir

ing to cease, when he will command, cease firing,

which will be executed as heretofore prescribed.

PART FOURTH.

5Q 1Fix—2Batonet.

One time and six motions.

143. (First motion.) Same as first motion of load.

144. (Second motion.) Disengage the right hand;

with the left, bring the piece gently to the ground ;
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drop the piece into the hollow of the right arm ;

seize the bayonet sheath with the left and raise it

as far as the throg will admit, at the same moment

seize the bayonet shank with the right hand ; turn

the head and eyes to the front—stand erect.

145. (Third motion.) Draw the bayonet; disen

gage the left hand ; re-seize the piece at the middle

band ; turn the barrel to the right ; bring the bayo

net to the front, hold it directly over the muzzle—

flat of the blade square to the left.

146. (Fourth motion.) Fix the bayonet without

taking the hand from the blade, unless necessary

to arrange or fix the clasp, in which case, re-seize

the blade.

147. Fifth motion.) Drop the right hand, palm

to the front, until the thumb rests against the clasp

—fingers turned to the left ; press the clasp to its

position, turning the barrel to the front.

148. (Sixth motion.) Place the little finger of the

right hand upon the head of the rammer ; extend

the left arm.

5J_ lShoulder—"Arms.

One time and three motions.

149. (First motion.) Raise the •"«"» with the

left hand till the tail band is as high as the eye ;

bring the left hand to this band ; seize the small of

the stock with the right hand.
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150. (Second motion.) Carry the piece vertically

across the "body to the right shoulder ; change the

position of the right hand as the piece is in front of

the body; face front and place right foot beside the

left—piece in position of shouldered arms.

151. (Third motion.) Drop briskly the left hand

by the side. •

52 1 Unfix—2Bayonet.

One time and six motions.

152. (First motion.) The same as first motion of

fix bayonet.

153. (Second Motion.) Same as second motion of

fix bayonet, except that the hold of the piece will be

retained by the left hand, and the right will be

carried to the bayonet shank; seize the clasp in the

bend of the fore-finger, pull toward the body, turn

ing the barrel to the right.

154. (Third motion.) Wrest off the bayonet ; hold

it by the blade just above the muzzle.

155. (Fourth motion. ) Drop the piece in hollow

of right arm ; seize bayonet sheath with left hand,

insert the point of the bayonet one inch ; turn the

bead to the front ; support the bayonet by the thumb

under the shank—fingers extended and joined

over the shank—hand as high as the chin.

156. (Fifth motion.) Insert the bayonet briskly.

157. (Sixth motion.) Re-seize the piece with both
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hands ; place the little finger of the right hand upon

the head of the rammer ; extend the left arm—

position same as sixth motion of fix bayonet.

53 1Shoulder—2ARMS.

Same as from fix bayonet.

To Fix Bayonet from the Position of Ordered

Arms.

54. 1Fix—2Bayonet.

One time and six motions.

158. (First motion. ) Face obliquely to the left,

as in first motion offix bayonet; raise the piece with

the right hand three inches from the ground, carry-

it across the body to the left, seizing it with the left

hand at the middle band—the piece in the same po

sition as in No. 2 fix bayonet, except that the butt is

three inches from the ground.

159. (Second motion.) Same as in No. 2 fix bayonet.

160. (Third motion.) SameasinNo. Sfixbayonet.

161. (Fourth motion.) Same as in No. 4 fix bayonet.

162. (Fifth motion. ) Same as in No. 5 fix bayonet.

163. (Sixth motion.) Sameas inNo. 6 fix bayonet.

From this position, arms can be shouldered

as in No. 51, or returned to the position of

Order Arms. Command,
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55 l Order—2Arms.

One Time and two Motions.

164. (First motion.) Face front; bring the piece

front of the body, barrel to the rear, butt within

three inches of the ground; seize the piece with the

right hand immediately below the left.

165. (Second motion.) Bring the piece to the

position of ordered arms with the right hand and

drop the left by the side.

To Unfix Bayonet from the position of Ordered

Arms.

5(3 lUnfix—'Bayonet.

One time and six motions.

166. (First motion.) Same as No. 1 fix bayonet

from an order.

167. (Second motion.) Same as No. 2 unfix bayonet.

168. (Third motion.) Same as No. 3 unfix bayonet.

169. (Fourth motion.) Same as No. 4 unfix bayonet.

170. (Fifth motion.) Same as No. 5 unfix bayonet.

171. (Sixth motion.) Same as No. 6 unfix bayonet.

Py>Y 1Shoulder—'Arms.J

Ob return to an Order, as in No. 55.
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58 lSpring—'Eammer.

One time and eleven motions.

172. (First motion.) Same as first motion of fix

bayonet from an order.

173. (Second motion.) Same as the second motion

offix bayonet from an order, except that the head of

the rammer is seized between the thumb and fore

finger of the right hand, closed.

174. (Third motion.) Same as first motion of draw

rammer.

175. (Fourth motion.) Same as second motion of

draw rammer.

176. (Fifth motion.) Same as third motion of draw

rammer.

177. (Sixth motion.) Same as fourth motion of

draw rammer.

178. (Seventh motion.) Same as first motion of

ram cartridge.

179. (Eighth motion.) Same as second motion of

ram cartridge.

180. (Ninth motion.) Same as third motion of ram

cartridge.

181. (Tenth motion.) Face front, raise the piece

with the left hand, bring it to the front of the body ;

seize it with the right hand immediately below the

left—butt high enough to clear the feet.

182. (Eleventh motion.) With the right hand

bring the piece to the position of order arms ; drop

the left hand to the side.
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QQ ^Return—'Rammmee.

One time and ten motions.

183. (First motion.) Same as first motion of spring

rammer.

184. (Second motion.) Same as second motion of

spring rammer.

185. (Third motion.) Same as first motion of

return rammer.

186. (Fourth motion.) Same as second motion of

return rammer.

187. (Fifth motion.) Same as third motion of

return rammer.

188. (Sixth motion.) Same as fourth motion of

return rammer.

189. (Seventh motion.) Same as fifth motion of

return rammer.

190. (Eighth motion.) Same as sixth motion of

return rammer.

191. (Ninth motion.) Same as tenth motion of

spring rammer.

192 (Tenth motion.) Same as eleventh motion of

spring rammer.

(30 Inspection of Arms.*

One time and two motions.

193. (First motion.) Fix bayonet as prescribed in

* Form of Inspection.—As the inspecting officer approaches,

the soldier will present his piece as in No. 61. The officer, hav-
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No. 54, except that instead of the sixth motion seize

the head of the rammer between the thumb and

fore-finger of the rignt hand.

194. (Second motion.) Draw and insert the ram

mer and re-take the position if ordered arms, as

prescribed in spring rammer No. 58.

Q~^ The Present for Inspection.

One time and one motion.

195. Throw up the piece smartly with the right

hand ; seize it with the left at the tail band.

Position of the piece.—Barrel to the right, and

opposite the left eye ; muzzle inclining to the front,

heel of the butt near the hip ; left hand at the height

of and eight inches from the chin.

QQ, To Return from Inspection.

One time and two motions.

196. (First motion.) Return the rammer as in

No. 59.

197. (Second motion.) Unfix bayonet as in No. 56.

ing inspected the piece, will return it to the soldier, who will

seize it immediately below the middle band, and bring it to the

position of ordered arms. The soldier will stand fast until the

inspecting officer returns the piece of the man next on his left,

when he will perform what is prescribed in No. 62.
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PART FIFTH.

To fire and load kneeling.

Remarks.—As it is impossible to load the piece

properly vr.thout bringing it to a vertical position

before ramming cartridge, I have, therefore, intro

duced the notions necessary to this end, as a part

of chargirg cartridge.

COMNASD,

(33 1l'ire and load kneeling—2Ready.

One time and three motions.

198. (First motion.) Same as first motion of ready

(No. 81.)

199. (Second motion.) Spring forward the piece

as in second motion of ready (No. 31), at the same

time bend the left leg ; place the right knee upon

the grounc, a little to the right, and six inches in

the rear of the left heel ; move the right foot around

to the left to a comfortable position for sitting ; hold

the piece, but on the ground, a little in advance

and to the right of right knee — muzzle at the

height of the eye, left fore-arm supported by the

left knee ; hands in same position as second motion

of ready (No. 31.)

200. (Third motion.) Same as third motion of

ready (No. 31.)
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64 Aim

One time and one motion.

201. Bring up the piece quickly to the position of

aim, sliding the left hand back to the trigger guard ;

support the left elbow on the knee ; sit back upon

the right foot.

Fire.

202. As in No. 33.

65 lLoad in eight times.

2L0Ad.

One time and two motions.

203. (First motion.) Rise up on the knea; extend

the left arm ; bring down the piece with the right

hand, turning the barrel downward ; seize the piece

at the upper band with the left hand, carry it to

the rear with the right, holding it above the ground

eight inches.

204. (Second motion.) Abandon it and carry the

right hand to the cartridge-box, bringing the left

hand opposite the knee—hold the piece, barrel

down, butt resting on the ground in the rear of the

right knee, muzzle at the height of the breast.

66 lHandle—2CARTKIBGE.

205. As in No. 24.
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Q^ iTem-2—Cartridge.

206. As in No. 25.

(38 l Charge—^Cartridge.

One time and ten motions.

207. First, second, third, fourth and fifth motions,

same, as No. 26.

208. (Sixth motion.) Grasp the piece immediately

below the middle band with the right hand.

209. (Seventh motion.) Abandon the piece with

the left hand, raise it with the right to a vertical

position, striking the butt on the ground on a line

with, and eight inches to the right of the left foot,

in order to settle the powder in the barrel.

210. (Eighth motion.) Raise it a very little, and

bring it smartly to the ground again.

211. (Ninth motion.) With the right hand, bring

the piece to the second position, grasp it at the

upper band with the left hand.

212. (Tenth motion.) Grasp the head of the ram

mer with the right hand.

QQ 1Braw—"Hammer.

213. As in No. 27.

tfQ 1Ram—"CARTRIDGE.

214. As in No. 28.
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7J. 1Return—2Rammer.

215. Ab in No. 29, except that the right hand is

carried back to the tail band.

72 Prime.*

216. Throw up the piece to the second position of

ready ; turn the barrel up with the right hand,

grasp it at the tail band with the left ; remove the

old cap and replace it as in Note, page 84.

73 Ready.

217. As in No. 03.

The instructor can cause the recruit to aim to the

right and left oblique, recover arms, &c, as prescribed

in Nos. 30 and 44.

'7'4: 1SIioulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

218. At the first command, let down the hammer ;

if at the position of aim, bring down the piece to

the position of ready.

219. (First motion.) Rise, at the same time

bringing the piece to the shoulder.

* If the priming attachment is used, the command prime will

be omitted.
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220. (Second motion. ) Drop quickly the left hand

by the side.

To fire and load lying.

The recruit being loaded and at the position

op Ready, command,

75 Fire and Load Lying.

221. At this command, let down the hammer,

face to the front, seize the piece at the tail band

with the right hand ; piece horizontal, lock plate

upwards, muzzle opposite the left hand.

76 'Squad—2Ready.

One time and two motions.

222. (First motion.) Drop flat on the belly,

striking on the hands first.

223. (Second motion.) Cock the piece and shove

it forward until the heel of the butt rests against

the shoulder.

77 Aim.

224. Raise on both elbows ; press the butt against

the shoulder.
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78 Fire.

225. Pull off the piece and remain steady.

79 Load.

One time and nine motions.

220: (First motion.) Keeping the left arm ex

tended, bring back the piece with the right hand,

barrel downwards ; seize it near the muzzle with the

left hand—at the same time carry the right hand to

the cartridge box and turn partially on the left side.

gO Handle Cartridge.

227. (Second motion. ) Take out a cartridge, hold

it between the thumb and two first fingers ; place

the little finger inside the trigger guard, in a posi

tion to lift the piece.

8l Cast About.

228. (Third motion.) Turn upon the back, raise

the piece above the body ; disengage the right hand ;

drop the piece, barrel downward, between the feet,

and push it down with the left hand until the muz

zle is opposite the centre of the breast ; carry the

right hand to the left.

QQ> Tear Cartridge.

229. (Fourth motion.) As in load in eight times. '
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Q3 Charge Cartridge.

230. (Fifth, motion.) Turn the powder into the

barrel, pushing the ball in after it without tearing

off the paper ; seize the ramrod.

84 Draw Rammer.

231. [Sixth motion) As in load in eight times

85 Ram Cartridge.

232. (Seventh motion.) As in load in eight times.

s

86 Return Rammer.

233 (Eighth motion.) As in load in eight times,

except that after the rammer is returned, extend

the left hand, seize the piece, bring it up, grasp

it at the small of the stock with the right hand ;

hold lock plate upward—left hand covering the tail

band and just above the chin.

87 Ready.

234. (Ninth motion.) Turn over to the left upon

the belly, and cock the piece as in ready (No. 76).

88 lShoulder—IA.RMS.

235. At the command shoulder, jerk back the
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piece, grasp it at the tail band with the right hand,

lock plate upwards—both hands flat on the ground

and even with the waist belt.

At the command,

89 Arms>

236. (First motion.) Gather, rise on the knees

and draw up the feet.

237 (Second motion.) Without taking the hands

from the ground, bring the feet smartly between the

hands.

238. (Third motion.) Rise up,- bring the piece to

the position of shoulder arms.

239. (Fourth motion.) Drop the left hand to the

side.

QO To Load on the, March or Running.

240. (First motion.) Same as load in eight times ;

holding the piece in this position, take out a cart

ridge—tear it with the teath, and halt a moment to

pour the powder in the barrel—draw rammer and

ram cartridge, if necessary, halting a moment to

insert rammer—return the rammer—bring up the

piece with the left hand to position of arms port, (in

this position, prime, if caps are used)—come to the

ready, and fire when occasion offers.
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PART SIXTH.

9^ : Ground—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

At the command ground, turn the piece with the

right hand, the barrel to the left.

241. (First motion.") Seize the cartridge box with

the left hand, bend the body, advance the left foot,

the heel opposite the lower band ; lay the piece on

the ground with the right hand, the toe of the butt

on a line with the right toe, the knees slightly bent,

the right heel raised.

242. (Second motion.) Rise up, bring the left foot

by the side of the right, quit the cartridge box with

the left hand, and drop the hands by the side.

9Q 'Raise—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

243. (First motion.) Seize the cartridge box with

the left hand, bend the body, advance the left foot

opposite the lower band, and seize the piece with

the right hand.

244. (Second motion.) Raise the piece, bringing

the left foot by the side of the right; turn the piece

with the right hand, the rammer to the front; at
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the same time quit the cartridge box with the left

hand, and drop this hand by the side.

93 'Stack—'Arms.*

One time and three motions.

245. (First motion.) At this command, number

two of the front rank will pass his piece to the left,

*From the Chicago Leader, April 28fA, 1860.

"We see that our eastern friends are claiming for a Mr.

Wolfe, one of the members of the Seventh Regiment, the credit

of having introduced, or, as they term it, discovered, a new sys

tem of stacking arms. We had the curiosity to enquire of a

New York gentleman who had seen this new stack, and found

it, as we expected, the same as we have used for a number of

. years. The stack is made in the following manner :"

********

"This method of stacking arms was accidentally discovered

by Col. Ellsworth, commander of the Zouaves in this city,

about five years since, and has been taught by him to seven

companies in this State, two in Wisconsin and one in New York.

The companies referred to are,

January, 1858. The Washington Artillery, Capt. Joselyn, of

Elgin, 111.

July, 1858. The Rockford City Greys, Capt. Denniston, Rock-

ford, 111.

July, 1858. The Emmet Guards, Chicago, 111.

July, 1857. The Cadets of the National Guards, Chicago, 111.

September, 1857. The Brigade Rifles, Co. A., 111.

January, 1859. The Springfield City Greys, Capt. John Cook,

Springfield, 111.

November, 1858. The Governor's Guards, Capt. Deleplaine,

Madison, Wis.

March, 1859. The U. S. Zouave Cadets, Chicago, 111.
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and seize it with the left hand, immediately below

the middle band, and with the piece opposite the

centre of the body, will hold the piece, inclining to

the right—butt outside and a few inches above the

left foot—bayonet shank opposite the right shoul

der, rammer to the front. Number two of the rear

rank will raise his piece four inches from the

ground, turn the rammer to the left, and pass it to

number two front, who will seize it with his right

hand immediately below the middle band, incline it

slightly to the left and place the shank inside of,

and resting on the shank of his own piece, rammer

of the right hand to the left, butt about four

inches from the ground. At the same time, num

ber one of the front rank will raise his piece, turn

ing it by a quick motion of the hand as he throws

it up, rammer to the right, incline the piece to the

left, and in front of the pieces held by number two ;

hook the bayonet shank in the crotch formed by the

junction of the pieces held by number two.

246. (Second motion,) Number too, front rank,

throws his right hand piece directly to the front,

places the butt of his left hand piece outside of and

against his left foot. Number one, front rank, at

the same moment places the butt of his own piece

between his feet; both abandon their hold of the

pieces at the same moment, and resume the position

of soldiers without arms.

247. {Third motion.) Number one of the rear rank

lasses his piece to the left hand, turning the barrel
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to the front, places the butt on the ground between

the feet of numbers one and two, front rank, and

rests the piece against the stack.

To Resume Arms.

Both ranks being re-formed in the rear of

their stacks, command,

94. l Take—2Anus.

One time and one motion.

248. At the first command, number two of the

front rank will seize the odd piece and pass it to

number one, rear. At the second command, num

ber two, front rank, will seize his own piece with

his left hand, and the piece of number two with his

right—number one, front, will seize his own piece

with his right hand, number two, front, raises the

stack and brings the butts together, thus unlocking

the stack, passes his right hand piece to number

two, rear, and changes his own piece from his left

to his right hand. Bring the pieces to the position

of order arms.

In squad drills, it is sometimes convenient

to stack arms, which may be done in single

rank, as follows : [number the files from

right to left, by threes.] command,
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05 1Stack 2ARMS.

One time and two motions.

249. (First motion. ) Number two seizes the piece

of number three with his left hand, turns the ram

mer of his own piece to the left, and performs what

is prescribed for number two, front rank, in first

motion of preceding order. Number one, as pre

scribed for number one in first motion of preceding

order.

250. (Second motion.) As second motion of stack

arms.

To Resume Arms.

Command—

96 1Take—2Arms.

One time and one motion.

251. As in take arms, except that number two

passes his left hand piece to number three.

9T ' CJtarge—2BAYONET.

One time and two motions.

252. (First Motion.) Raise the piece slightly

with the right hand, make a half face to the right

on the left heel ; place the hollow of the right foot

three inches from and opposite the left heel, the

left toe square to the front; weight of the body

thrown forward.
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253. (Second motion.) Throw forward the piece

smartly with the right hand, seize it at the tail band

with the left; the barrel uppermost, point of the

bayonet at the height of the eye; thumb of the left

hand closed over the piece, left elbow against the

body—right hand grasping the small of the stock

firmly, and supported by the hip.

9Q ' Shoulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

254. (First motion.) Throw up the piece briskly

with the left hand in facing to the front, place it

against the right shoulder, the rammer to the front;

turn the right hand so as to embrace the guard;

slide the left hand to the height of the shoulder,

the right hand nearly extended.

255. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand smart

ly by the side.

QQ l Guard against Cavalry—'Guard.

One time and two motions.

256. (First motion.) Same as first motion of charge

bayonet.

257. (Second motion.) Carry the right foot twen

ty inches perpendicularly to the rear, the right heel

on the prolongation of the left, the knees well bent;

the weight of the body resting equally on both legs

the right leg bent outward and to the rear; at the
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same moment tiring down the piece, the right hand

opposite the body belt plate, the left hand at the tail

band ; point of the bayonet at the height of the

eye, barrel turned slightly toward the body.

J_00 ' Shoulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

258. (First motion.) Throw up the piece with the

left hand, and place it against the right shoulder ;

at the same time bring the right heel by the side of

the left, and face to the front.

259. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand to the

side.

To Sling Arms.*

Having caused the straps to be lengthened,

COMMAND,

101 lRighi Shoulder Sling—2Arms.

One time and three motions.

260. (First motion.) Carry the piece to the front,

grasp it with the left hand a little above the tail band;

* This manner of carrying them will be found very conve

nient on long marches.
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re-seize it with the right at the tail band ; grasp

the strap with the left hand and hold it opposite

the left shoulder ; barrel of the piece to the right.

261. (Second motion.) Disengage the right hand,

pass it quickly between the piece and strap ; carry

the left hand, which supports the piece by the strap,

to the right shoulder, slinging the piece around be

hind the shoulder ; seize the small of the stock with

the right hand.

262. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand by the

side.

10Q. ' Shoulder— Arms.

One time and three motions.

263. (First motion.) Raise the piece with the

right hand, twisting the arm so as to turn the piece

to the front ; seize it at the tail band with the left

hand ; change the right hand so as to grasp the

guard.

264. (Second motion.) Bring. the piece to the

position of shouldered arms ; glide the left hand up

to the height of the shoulder.

265. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand by the

side.

103 lLeft Shoulder Sling—'Arms.

One time and three motions.

266. (First motion.) Raise the piece with the
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right hand, turning the barrel to the left ; seize it

at the tail band with the left hand ; seize the strap

with the right hand.

267. (Second motion. ) Pass the left arm between

the piece and strap, carry the right hand to the left

shoulder ; seize the handle of the piece with the left

hand.

268. (Third motion.) Drop the right hand by the

side.

104: lShoulder—2Arms.

One time and three motions.

269. (First motion.) Raise the piece with the

left hand, turn it to the front ; seize it at the tail

band with the right.

•270. (Second motion.) Seize the piece smartly at

the middle band with the left hand, at the same

time throwing it to the shoulder ; grasp the guard

with the right hand.

271. (Third motion.) Drop the left hand by the

side.

j_Q5 To change the piece from one shoulder

to the other.

272. Use the same commands as prescribed for

slinging arms, and the same motions.

3
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^06 Arms at Will.

273. At this command, carry the piece at pleas

ure on either shoulder, with one or both hands, the

muzzle elevated.

PART SEVENTH.

RESTS.

107 'Parade—2Kest.

(When the musket is at Order Arms.)

One time and two motions.

274. (First motion. ) Carry back the right foot,

without turning it, about six inches.

275. (Second motion.) Let the piece rest against

the shoulder, clasp the hands in front—left hand

outside, fingers turned under, partially closed, arms

well extended ; bend slightly the left knee. Keep

the head and eyes square to the front, remain silent

and immovable, until the command,

^OS Attention.

One time and two motions.

276. (First motion. ) Bring up the foot, assume the

position of the soldier ; glide left hand up to height
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of the right shoulder, to steady the piece ; grasp

firm with the right hand.

277. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand to the

side.

109 lParade—2Rest.

(Without arms.)

One time and two motions.

278. (First and second motions.) Same as parade

rests, No. 107.

HO Attention.

One time and one motion.

279. Bring up the foot, drop the hands, and

assume the position of the soldier.

Ill 1J» Place—2ReST.

(When the musket is at Order Arms.)

280. At this command the soldier will not be re

quired to preserve silence or steadiness. He must,

however, keep his left heel and the butt of his piece in

place.
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112 Attention.

281. Same as parade rest.

113 When the Musket is at Shoul

der Arms.

One time and two motions.

282. (First motion.) Same as first motion of

parade rest.

283. (Second motion.) Carry the piece diagon

ally across the body with the right hand, barrel

resting against the right shoulder ; clasp the left

hand over the right—arms well extended.

114 Attention.

One time and two motions.

284. (First motion.) Resume position of shoul

dered arms, left hand at the shoulder.

285. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand to the

side.

115 At the Support Arms.

One time and two motions.

286. (First motion.) Carry back the right foot, as
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in No. 107 ; seize the piece with the right hand at

the small of the stock.

287. (Second motion.) Drop the piece, retaining

the hold of the stock with the right hand ; clasp

the left hand over the right—arms extended ; bar

rel of the piece to the right and lying along the left

H6 Attention.

One lime and two motions.

288. (-First motion.) Bring up the foot ; raise the

piece smartly to the position of support arms.

289. (Second motion.) Drop the right hand to the

side.

H7 Rest.

Given at Ordered Arms or without.

290. At this command the men may sit or lie

down anywhere within one pace of their position in

ranks.

H8 Attention.

291. Same as from parade rest.
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*

H9 Salutes.

When the piece is held by the right hand.

292. Salute by touching it at the height of the

shoulder with the forefinger of the left hand ; palm

of the hand downward, fingers extended and

joined. After saluting in this manner, drop the

hand quietly to the side.

When the right hand is at liberty.

293. Salute by touching the back of the hand to

the visor of the cap, throwing it easily and grace

fully to the front, until the arm is nearly extended,

and drop the hand to the side.

294. To deliver a package, paper, or anything of

a like nature, when the piece is carried. Halt one

pace from the person to be saluted, bring the piece

to the position of arms port, holding it in this posi

tion with the left hand ; salute with the right, deliver

the package, shoulder arms, salute with the left

hand, and return.

295. If a message is simply to bo delivered, if at

support arms, salute with the right hand ; if at

shoulder, salute with the left.
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PART EIGHTH.

Manual of the Sword or Sabre for

Officers.

The sword, when on duty, will be hooked up—

the sword reversed, edge to the rear, hilt behind

the arm.

1QO To Draw Sword.

One time and two motions.

296. (First motion.) Bring the right hand quickly

to the first position of the salute—palm to the left ;

at the same moment seize the scabbard with the left,

and turn the sword, bringing the hilt to the front ;

pass the right hand through the sword knob, and

seize the gripe.

297. (Second motion.) Draw the sword from the

scabbard by extending the right arm easily ; turn

the hand and bring the sword to the position about

to be described.

121 ^e Carry.

298. The arm nearly extended, back of the blade

against the shoulder ; sword supported by the thumb

and two first fingers, extended and placed on the

gripe in such a manner that in raising the sword to

the salute, etc., the fingers can be introduced inside

the guard, and a firm grasp of the sword obtained

without effort.
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122 To Kettjrn Sword.

One time and two motion*.

299. (First motion.) Raise the sword perpendic

ularly, point up, the flat of the blade opposite the

right eye, the guard at the height of the shoulder—

elbow supported by the body; carry the hand to

the left opposite the left shoulder, and reverse the

sword ; insert the point of the blade in the scab

bard which is held by the left hand.

300. (Second motion.) Insert the blade, withdraw

the hand from the sword knob ; with the left hand

turn the sword, back of the blade to the front, hilt

behind the arm ; drop the hands by the side.

123 To Salute with the Sword or

Sabre.

Three times (or pauses.)

301. One. At the distance of six paces from the

person to be saluted, raise the sword or sabre per

pendicularly, the point up, the flat of the blade

opposite to the right eye, the guard at the height

of the shoulder, the elbow supported on the body.

302. Two. Drop the point of the sword or sabre

by extending the arm, so that the right hand may

be brought to the side of the right thigh, and remain

in that position until the person to whom the salute

is rendered shall be passed, or shall have passed

six paces.
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303. Three. Raise the sword or sabre smartly,

and place the back of the blade against the right

shoulder.

124: Parade—Kest.

304. At the command parade rest, reverse the

sword ; rest the point on the ground in front of the

feet ; clasp the left hand over the right, both resting

on the guard.

At the Command,

125 Attention,

305. Resume the carry, as in third motion of the

salute.

When the arms are at the support or shoulder, and

the command is

126 In Place—Rest,

306. Carry the right hand to the left and clasp it

with the left hand—blade in the hollow of the right

arm. If the pieces are ordered, and the command is

127 In Place—Rest,

307. Hold the sword at pleasure. At the com

mand,

308 Rest or stack arms, return the sword to the

scabbard, and draw it again at the command attention.
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Manner of carrying the Sword on the march,

on occasion of parades, &c.

128 The Support.

309. Blade diagonally across the body, supported

by the left hand, which isheld opposite the shoulder.

129 The Right Shoulder Shift Arms.

310. Point downward, held a little above the

ground—back of the blade to the left—sword held

easily by the right hand.

130 Left Shoulder SniFT Arms.

811. Sword supported by the left fore-arm ; hand

opposite the center of the body ; fingers clasped

around the end of the gripe, thumb inside of the

guard ; blade flat on the arm, edge to the left.

131 Arms at Will.

312. Blade under left arm ; thumb of left hand

inside guard and at height of left shoulder, palm

upward ; fingers clasped over end of guard, edge

obliquely downward ; point low.
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132 Route Step.

313. Carry the sword suspended behind the right

shoulder by the sword knob, which is held by the

right hand at the shoulder.

Manual for Relieving Sentinels and Breaking

Ranks.

133 1Arms—Tort.

One time and one motions.

314. Throw the piece diagonally across the body,

and lock to the front ; seize it smartly at the same

instant with both hands, the right at the handle,

the left at the lower band, the two thumbs pointing

towards the muzzle, the barrel sloping upwards and

crossing opposite the point of the left shoulder ;

the butt proportionately lowered. The palm of the

right hand will be above, and that of the left under

the piece ; the nails of both hands next to the body,

to which the elbows will be closed.

134 'Shoulder—2Arms.

One time and two motions.

315. (First motion.) Bring the piece smartly to

the right shoulder, placing the right hand as in the
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position of shoulder arms ; slip the left hand to the

height of the shoulder, the fingers extended.

316. (Second motion.) Drop the left hand smartly

by the side.

135 Remarks.—To dismiss the company

with arms, Command,

Company—1JRight Face.

''Arms—Port.

'Break, Ranks—*MARCH.

At the third command, quit the hold of the piece

with the right hand, raise it four inches, palm down

ward ; the same moment turn the piece, barrel

from the body, with the left hand. At the fourth

command, strike the flat of the stock smartly with

the palm of the right hand, and break ranks.



ORDER OF DRILL

To be observed in the contest for the

MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP

OF THE

UNITED STATES AND CANADAS.

Arranged with a view to convenience and despatch.

Including all the drill prescribed for single

company of Infantry or Light In

fantry, contained in the

authorities

recognized and in use at the U. S. Military

Academy, and in the Army, viz. :

Hardee's Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics ;

Scott's Infantry Tactics ;

Capt. Geo. B. McClelland's translation of the

Bayonet Drill, for the U. S. Army;

U. S. Army Regulations.



PROGRAMME.

1. School of the Soldier without Arms.

2. " " " with "

3. " " Company.

4t. Skirmishing Drill.

5. Bayonet "

6. Forms, etc. etc.

Companies march to Judge's stand, and undergo

inspection, to determine the following points in the

estimation of the fitness of the Company for active

and immediate service, viz. :

1. Organization, as it affects the discipline and

drill of the men.

2. Uniforms—completeness and fitness for service.

3. Equipments— " " " "

4. Discipline—as evinced by the bearing of

the men.

5. Physique—training of the men.

6. Capability of enduring fatigue.

Companies lay aside their arms and superfluous

equipments, and prepare for drill.

Fall in, in single rank, and execute the different

evolutions of the School of the Soldier, in the fol

lowing order:
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School of the Soldier, without Arms.

PART FIRST.

.Book. Page. No.

1. Falling in

2. Size march

3. Position of the Soldier " 18 78

4. Eyes right, left and front H 22 81

1. Facings.

5. Right H 23 88

6. Left " 23 88

7. About " 23 91

8. Right oblique *

9. Left " *

10. Face to load—position of *

11. Face to rest—position of. *

12. Face to ready—position of...-*

2. Marking time.

13. By the right flank, right face.*

14. By the left flank, right face...*

15. Right about face *

16. Right oblique face *

17. Left oblique face *

3. Steps.

18. Balance step, at the halt *

19. Marking time by detail *

20. Side step to the right *

21. Side step to the left *

22. Aligning step, (the shuffle) *

Note.—Abbrevations : H, Hardee; C, Cadets' Manual; M,

McClelland's translation of Bayonet Drill; *, miscellaneous

uthorities.
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Book. Page. No.

4. Steps on the March.

23. Balance Step

24. Direct step in common time...H 24 94

25. Direct step in quick time " 25 101

26. Direct step in double quick time " 26 104

27. The lengthened step *

28. The shortened step *

29. The change step H 55 245

30. The lock step *

31. The back step H 55 247

5. FlanMng.

32. Right H 78 364

33. Left « 78 364

34. The right about step " 74 343

(Come to front—Bait and Rest.)

PART SECOND.

6. Alignments.

35. Eyes right, left and front H

36. Aligning by file "

37. Aligning by company on an

advanced squad "

38. Aligning right oblique "

39. Aligning left oblique "

7. Counting.

40. By company *

41. By twos H 93 5

42. By various numbers *

8. Wheeling.

43. By squads at a halt H 80 377

22 81

07 311

95 18

96 18

96 18
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Book. Page. No.

44. By squads from the halt H 81 383

45. By squads on the march " 84 393

46. By squads turning , " 85 400

9. Doubling files.

47. At a halt by facing in each

direction H 76 352

48. On the march flanking, each

direction " 78 364

49. The march by the flank, " 76 357

50. The march by the flank in

double quick time " 76 868

To march to the front.

• 51. The march in line in quick time.H 70 325

52. The march in double quick time" 73 334

53. The march in line right oblique." 72 331

54. The march in line left oblique." 72 331

Manual of Arms.

PART FIRST.

(Having taken arms and formed in one

rank, execute the Manual of Arms

as follows :

55. Order arms C

56. Unfix bayonet

57. Order arms

58. Shoulder arms

59. Trail arms

60. Shoulder arms

61 Charge bayonet

18 2

45 56

45 57

14 8

15 5

15 6
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Book.

62. Shoulder arms C

63. Unfix bayonet

64. Shoulder arms

65. Right shoulder shift arms

66. Shoulder arms

67. Left shoulder shift arms

68. Shoulder arms

69. Support arms

70. In place rest

71. Attention

From position of Support.

72. Right shoulder shift arms

73. Left shoulder shift arms

74. Support arms

75 Left shoulder shift arms

76. Right shoulder shift arms

77 Support arms , ...

78.

79.

8D.

81.

82.

88.

81.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

91.

95.

Shoulder arms

Secure arms

Shoulder arms

Present arms

Shoulder arms

Order arms

Groundarms

Parade rest

Attention

Raise arms

Prepare to sling arms

Shoulder arms

Sling arms

Shoulder arms

Left shoulder sling arms..

Change arms

Change arms

Shoulder arms

Page No.

43 52

44 53

15 7

10 8

10 9

17 10

18 11

07 111

07 110

21 17

21 22

23 20

22 19

23 21

22 18

18 12

19 13

11 14

20 15

11 10

13 2

57 91

07 109

07 110

57 92

03 101

04 102

03 101

04 102

64 103

05 105

05 105

65 105
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Book. Page. No.

96. In place rest C

97. Attention

98. Arms at will

99. Shoulder arms

100. Fix bayonet

101. Order arms

102. Stack arms

Rest

67

68

66

41

18

60

69

110

112

106

50

2

95

117

PART SECOND.

103. Attention.. C

104. Take arms

105. Unfixbayonet

%106. Spring rammer

107. Return rammer

108. Shoulder arms

Loading and firing.

109. Load in eight times C

110. Handle cartridge

111. Tear cartridge

112. Charge cartridge

113. Draw rammer

114. Ram cartridge

115. Return rammer

116. Shoulder arms

117. Ready

118. Aim

119. Recover arms

120. Right oblique aim

121. Recover arms

122. Left oblique aim

123. Shoulder

124. Arms

125. Ready

69 118

61 96

45 56

46 58

47 59

14 3

: 26 23

27 21

27 25

26 26

26 27

29 28

29 29

30 30

30 31

31 32

' 33 36

38 122

' 33 36

38 123

34 37

34 37

30 31
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Book. Page. No.

Loading andfiring.

126. Aim C

127. Fire "

128. Load in four times "

129. " Two "

130. Three "

131. Four "

132. As rear rank, aim "

133. As rear rank, right oblique, aim"

134. As rear rank, left oblique, aim"

135. Aim "

136. Fire "

At will.

137. Fire and load at will C

138. Shoulder arms "

139. Order arms "

Rest.

Kneeling.

140. Load and fire kneeling, ready. C

141. Aim "

142. Recover arms "

143. Aim "

144. Fire "

In eight times.

145. Load in eight times C

146. Ready "

147. Aim "

148. Fire "

At will.

149. Load at will C

150. Aim "

151. Shoulder "

152. Arms "

Rest.

31 32

32 33

35 38

35 109

30 110

36 111

36 116

38 122

38 123

37 116

32 33

32 34

30 30

13 2

49 63

50 64

33 30

50 64

50 202

50 05

52 73

50 64

50 202

32 34

50 64

52 74

52 74
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Book. Page. No.

Lying.

153. Fire and load lying C

154. Ready "

155. Aim "

156. Recover arms "

157. Aim "

158. Fire "

In nine times.

159. Load in nine times C

160. Handle cartridge :..."

161. Cast about "

162. Tear cartridge "

163. Charge cartridge "

164. Draw rammer "

165. Ram cartridge "

166. Return rammer "

167. Ready "

168. Aim "

169. Fire "

At will.

170. Load at will C

171. Shoulder "

172. Arms "

Rest.

In sitting posture.

173. Load in sitting posture

to

181. Shoulder arms

Order arms

Rest.

182. Fire and load on the march. ..C 56 90

183. Fire and load running " 56

5:? 75

53 70

53 77

33 36

53 77

54 78

54 79

54 80

54 81

54 82

55 83

55 84

55 85

55 86

55 87

55 77

54 78

32 34

55 88

55 88
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School of the Company.

PART FIRST.

Book. Page. No.

Preliminary.

184. Formation of company H 92 4

185. Opening ranks 93-8

186. Alignments 95 18

187. Close ranks 98 29

Facings.

188. Right H 118 136

189. Front

190. Right

191. Right

192. Right

193. Right

194. Left ,

195. Left

196. Left

197. Left

198. About face

199. Face by the rear rank H 105 69

200. Face by the front rank 74

201. Right oblique face

202. Left

Alignments in closed ranks.

203. Right H 98 30

204. Left

205. Oblique

Manual in closed ranks.

206. Order arms C

207. Shoulder arms
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Book. Page. No.

208. Trail arms C

209. Fix bayonet

210. Charge "

211. Unfix "

212. Right shoulder shift arms

213. Left " " "

214. Support arras

215. Right shoulder shift arms

216. Left " " "

217. Support arms

218. Left shoulder shift arms

219. Right " " "

220. Support arms

221. Shoulder arms

Loading in eight times.

222.

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

232.

233.

Load in eight times..

1

2

Fire by company H 101

Fire by company right oblique

Fire by company left oblique

48

In four times.

234. Load in four times H

235. 2

237. 4

238. Fire by rank H

35 38

40 47
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Book. Page. No.

At Will.

239. Load at will

240. Fire by file H 102 55

241. Cease firing

(Face by the rear rank, and repeat the

above.) Rest.

300

365

167 371

PART SECOND.

At the halt.

242. In one rank, form company H 165

243. In two ranks, form company. ..H 166

244. In four ranks, form companyH 167 on

245. In two ranks, form company. ..H 168 377

246. Countermarch H 160 334

Wheeling at a halt.

247. By platoon right wheel H 127 172

248. By platoon countermarch H 161 341

249. Right into line wheel H 143 248

250. By platoon left wheel H 129 179

251. By platoon countermarch H 161 342

252. Left into line wheel H 141 239

253. By company right wheel *

254. Left into line wheel *

Wheeling on the march.

255. Wheel by platoon to move for

ward H 130 184

256. Wheel right and left H 135 211

257. Halt and wheel into line H 140 239

258. Wheel by company to move

forward H

259. Wheel right and left H

260. Halt and wheel into line H
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Book- Page. No.

To march in line of battle, and

execute the movements incident

thereto.

261. March inline of battle H 108 84

262. To mark time H 113 109

263. March backward H 114 116

264. Quick time H 113 109

265. Double quick time H 114 111

266. Halt and align the company...H 111 99

267. March in retreat in line of bat

tle H 115 119

268. Oblique march in line of battleH 111 101

269. Right H 111 101

270. Left H 111 101

271. Right about march H 117 129

To march by the flank, and exe

cute the movements incident

thereto

272. Flanking right and left H 118 135

273. Doubling and undoubling filesH 158 327

274. Filing right and left II 120 142

275. Inclining right and left II

276. On the right by file into line...H 121 148

277. On the left by file into line H 121 148

PART THIRD.

278. Platoon left into line H 125 162

279. Re-form company by the flankH 126 168

280. Company left into line H 123 153

281. Re-form company by the flankH

282. Form platoons by wheeling

right H 131 189

283. Re-form company wheeling leftH 145 267

284. Break into platoons...: H 146 265
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Book. Page. No.

285. Form Company H 147 273

286. Break Files to the rear H 150 289

287. -Cause them to re-enter thelineH 152 295

288. Diminish front H 169 380

289. Increase front H 170 383

290. On right into line H 162 343

291. Break into sections H 157 320

292. Re-form platoons H 157 323

Rest.

PART FIRST.

Movements to be executed by the rear rank.

293. Wheelingby platoons into column

294. Ee-form the company

295. March in line

296. Mark time

297. Oblique march

298. Halt and align,

B.

299. March by the flank

300. Flanking

301. Form platoon left into line..

302. Change direction

303. Halt and wheel into line

304. Break into platoons

305. Re-form the company

306. Break into sections and re-form

platoons

307. Break files to rear and re-enter

line

30 Form line by wheeling on march

See co

a S

Ma' 6

ff° as

U fl> K
. Cxi ft

S O 3)

If
£«
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Book. Page. No.

309. Form platoons by wheeling on

march

310. In column by platoon—right

into line

PART FIRST.

Movements to be executed in double quick

811.

312.

313.

314.

315.

316.

317.

318.

319.

320.

321.

322.

323.

324.

325.

326.

A.

March in line of battle in retreat

March in line of battle

Mark time

Oblique march

Halt and align the company...

B.

327

March by the flank

Change direction by file

Flanking

Halt and face front

On the right by file into line...

On the left by file into line

C.

March by flank—form by pla

toons into line

Face right and left in marching

Break into column and re-form

company by wheeling

Change direction in column...

Being in column, by platoon

form r ight and left into line

of battle

D.

Break into platoons and re-form

company

S-s
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Book. Pago. No.

328. Break files to the rear

329. Cause them to re-enter the line

330. Wheel by company

331. Countermarch

332. Break into column at halt in

marching

333. March in column in route, and

execute movements incident

thereto

ROUTE STEP.

Repeat the movements indicated for

Double quick.

Bayonet Drill.

Guards.

334. Guard against cavalry ,.H

335. Shoulder arms H

336. Guard against infantry H

337. Shoulder arms H

338. Middle guard M 16

Means of Locomotion.

Measuring steps.

339. The advance M 18

340. The retreat M 18

The Volts.

341. The right volt M 19

342. Theleftvolt M 19

343. Th« right rear volt M 20

344. The left rear volt M 20



BAYONET DRILL.

Book. Page. No.

345. The leap to the rear M 24

Means of Attack.

346. The thrust M 28

347. The lunge " 29

348. The lunge-out " 30

349. The development " 22

350. The passade " 23

Means of directing the Attack.

The four directions of attack.

351. Prime M 34

352. Seconde " 35

353. Tieroe , " 35

354. Quarte " 36

Means of Defense.

The parries.

355. Prime M 39

356. Seconde " 40

357. Tierce " 41

358. Quarte " 42

359. High tierce " 45

360. High Quarte " 46

361. Seconde in retreat " 48

362. Tierce in retreat " 49

Means of Using the Point, when

Breast to Breast.

The shortened thrusts.

363. On the right M 53

364. Ontheleft " 51
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Book. Page. No

Means of Using the Butt of the

MCSKET.

The blows with the Butt.

365. To the front M

366. To the right "

367. To the rear "

56

58

59

PART SECOND.

Simple combinations.

368. Thrust and develop, guard

369. Thrust and passade, guard

370. Lunge and develop

371. Lunge and passade

372. Lunge in prime

873. Lunge in seconde

374. Lunge in tieree

375. Lunge in quarte

( In tieree in retreat, parry. .

376. -1 On the left, shorten

[Thrust and guard

( In prime, parry

377. J On the right, shorten

[Thrust and guard

0_e f Quarte and tierce, parry ....

as. | Thrust and develop, guard

0„Q f Prime and seconde, parry...

379. | Thrust and develop, guard.

Qon / Quarte and tieree

6W. | Thrust and develop, guard,

„e1 r Prime and seconde

881. | Thrust and develop, guard

„fi9 / High tierce, parry

tsez. < Thrust and develop, guard
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SKIRMISHING DRILL.

(Hardee, Vol. 1, Pages 171 to 207, inclusive.)

l)iv. A.

deployments.

Company—

1. 1. By the right flank.

2. 2. By the left flank.

3. 3. On the centre group by flank.

4. 4. On any group designated.

5. 5. By the flank while marching.

Forward.

6. 6. On the right group.

7. 7. On the left group.

8. 8. On the centre group.

9. 9. On any group designated.

10. 10. On any group designated while marching.

12. 12. On any group while marching in retreat.

Platoon—

14. Deploy first platoon by the flank, as in Div. A.,

Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, holding the second in

reserve.

20. Deploy second platoon, by flank, as prescribed

25.

for first platoon, holding the first in reserve.

Deploy first platoon forward, as in Div. A.,

Nos. 6 to 12, inclusive, holding the second

in reserve.

31. Deploy second platoon forward, as prescribed

for first platoon, holding the first in reserve.

37. Deploy second platoon, while marching in col

umn, holding the first in reserve.

469.
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the assembly.

Company—

88. 1. On the right group by left flank.

39. 2. On the left group by right flank.

40. 3. Onthecentrcgroupbyrightandleftflanks.

41. 4. On any group designated, by the flank

while marching.

43. C. On any group designated, while advancing.

45. 7. On any group designated, while marching

in retreat.

46. 8. On the reserve.

47. 9. To rally on the reserve and form square.

48. 10. To form column.

Platoon—

49. 11. To assemble the first platoon on the reserve.

50. 12. To assemble the first platoon while march

ing.

51. 13. To assemble the second platoon on the

reserve.

52. 14. To assemble the second platoon while

marching.

53. 15. To relieve acompany deployed as skirmiaheri.

Div. C.

54. 1.

fi5. o

56. 3.

57. 4.

58. 5.

59. 0.

To extend intervals on any group.

To close intervals on any group.

To march by the flank.

To advance.

To retreat.

To change direction by wheeling.

489
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Div. D.

FIRINGS.

59. 1. At a halt.

60.

61.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Advancing.

Advancing, kneeling.

Advancing, lying down.

Retreating.

Retreating, kneeling.

Retreating, lying down.

By the right flank.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67. 9. By the left flank.

Total, 500.

EXHIBITION DRILL.

Arms Stacked, Colors Placed, and Men Dis

persed.

First Signal, (Dmm,) Assemble.

Second Signal, (Bugle,) Form Comrades.

Third Signal, (Bugle,) Come to Position.

1. Close order.

2. Take arms.

3. Take position by file into line.

4. Open ranks.

5. Manual of arms.

6. Stack arms (in single rank.)

Rest.
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_

7. Close ranks.

8. Pacings.

9. Right, left, about, oblique and by rank.

10. Countermarch.

11. Wheel by platoon.

12. Countermarch.

13. Form four ranks.

14. Form two ranks.

15. Form one rank.

16. Form two ranks.

17. Manual in closed ranks.

18. Fire by company.

19. Fire by rank.

20. Fire by comrades.

21. Fire by file.

22. Fire at will.

Rest.

3
23. Reception of colors.

24. Dress parade.

By the Flank.

25. Doubling and undoubling files.

26. The different changes of steps.

27. Cadence of marching.

28. On the left by file into line.

29. Flanking in each direction.

30. Breaking off platoons.

31. On the right by file into line.

Rest.

4
32. Marching in line of battle.

33. Break into platoons.

34. Break into sections.

35. Re-form the company.

36. Break files to the rear.

37. Cause them to re-enter line.
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38 Diminish front.

39. Increase front.

40. Oblique.

41. Right about march.

42. Form platoons by wheeling.

43. Re-form the company by wheeling.

44. On right into line.

Rest.

5.
45. In Double Quick Time.

46. Flanking.

47. Breaking off platoons.

48. Wheeling into line.

49. Breaking into platoons by wheeling.

50. Forming company by wheeling.

51. Breaking into platoons.

52. On right by file into line.

53. Wheeling to move forward from the halt.

54. On right into line.

Rest.

6.
FANCY MOVEMENTS.

A,

In two ranks.

55. Taking intervals.

50. Right and left open order.

57. Knapsack rest arms.

58. Close order right and left.

59. Files by the left flank into line.

B.

In four ranks.

60. Taking intervals.

61. Right and left open order.

62. Countermarch.
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63. Flank.

64. Right and left close order.

65. Comrades by the left flank into line.

c.

66. Form square.

67. Close order.

68. Form Cross.

69. Revolving circles.

70. Wheel by cross.

71. Form oblique square.

72. Close order.

" 73. Change front by intervals.

74. Stack arms, remove knapsack.

75. Lock step.

76. Form pyramid.

77. Cheers.

78. Disperse, change uniform.

SKIRMISHING AND BAYONET DRILL.

Arranged for the Exhibition Drill.

A.

1. Deploy second platoon by flank.

2. By right flank, march.

3. In advance, march.

4. By left flank, march.

5. In retreat, march.

6. Assemble on the reserve.

B.

7. Deploy first platoon forward.

8. Extend intervals.

9. Close intervals.

10. Left wheel.

11. Right wheel.

11. Assemble on the reserve and form column.
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13. Deploy second platoon on center group.

14. Fire at a halt.

15. Relieve skirmishers.

16. Assemble on the reserve and form square.

17. Deploy company by flank.

18. Advance firing.

18. Cease firing.

19. Rally by fours.

Bayonet Drill—First Part.

20. March.

21. Rompe.

22. Right volt.

23. Left volt.

24. Right about volt.

25. Left about volt.

26. Quarte parry, guard.

37. Tierce parry, guard.

28. Prime parry, guard.

29. Seconde parry, guard.

30. High quarte parry, guard.

81. High tierce parry, guard.

32. Thrust, guard.

33. Lunge, guard.

34. Lunge-out, guard.

35. Thrust and develop, guard.

36. Thrust and passade, guard.

37. Shorten on the right.

38. Thrust, guard.

. 39. Shorten on the left.

40. Thrust, guard.

41. Parry in tierce in retreat, guard.

42. Parry in seconde in retreat, guard.

43. Advance stock.

44. Strike and develop, guard.

45. Stock to the front.
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46. Sirike, guard.

47 Stock (o the rear.

48. Strike, guard.

49. Thrust in quarte, guard.

50. Thrust in tierce, guard.

51. Thrust in prime, guard.

52. Thrust in seconde, guard.

53. Club arms, guard.

54. Leap to the rear.

55. Deploy kneeling.

56 Retreat and fire kneeling.

57. Cease firing:

58. In retreat, march.

59. Rally by fours.

Bayonet Drill—Second Part.

60. Parry quarte and tierce, guard.

61. Parry quarte and tierce, thrust and develop,

guard.

62. Parry prime and seconde, guard.

63. Parry prime and seconde, thrust and develop,

guard.

64. High quarte parry, in high tierce thrust,

guard.

65. Ad. Tierce in retreat, parry, thrust and guard.

66. Thrust and passade.

67. Re. Seconde in retreat, parry, thrust and

guard.

68. Ad. Prime parry on the right, shorten,

thrust and guard.

69. Re. Tierce parry on the left, shorten, thrust,

and guard.

70. Leap to the rear, thrust and passade, guard.

71. Leap to the rear, lunge and develop, guard.

72. Right-volt, thrust and develop.

73. Left volt, prime parry, thrust.

74. Right volt, tierce in retreat, parry, thrust

and guard.
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75. Left rear volt, seconde in retreat, parry,

thrust and guard.

76. Right volt, thrust and passade.

77. Left about, right about volt, leap to the rear,

lunge and develop.

78. Deploy lying down.

79. Advance firing.

80. Cease firing.

81. Rally by fours, couchant.

82. Thrust and passade.

83. Leap to the rear, couchant.

84. Deploy kneeling.

85. Tourner.

86. High tierce parry.

87. High quarte parry.

88. For the head parry.

89. Thrust high tierce.

90. Rally by platoons.

91. Deploy couchant.

92. Rally by fours.

93. Front point.

94. Left point,

95. Right point.

96. Guard.

97. Lie down.

. 98. Crawl to positions.

99. Retreat.

100. Aim.

101. Fire.

""102. Rally by fours.

103. Lunge and passade, leap to the rear, thrust

and develop.

104. Reverse, guard.

105. For the head parry.

106. High tierce parry.

107. High quarte parry.

108. Seconde point.
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109. Lie down.

110. Load.

111. On guard.

112. Lunge and passade, left about, right about,

volt.

113. Leap to the rear, lunge and passade, couchant.

114. Leap to the rear, kneel and parry.

115. Rally by company.

116. Deploy, assemble and charge.

SILENT DRILL.

Akms being stacked,

First signal, form groups.

Second signal, form company.

1. Close order, march.

2. Prepare to take arms.

3. Take.

4. Arms.

5. Shoulder arms.

6. Prepare to open ranks.

7. To the rear, open order.

8. March.

9. Halt.

10. Right dress.

11. Front.

12. Order arms.

13. Shoulder arms.

14. Trail arms.

15. Shoulder arms.

16. Charge bayonet.

17. Shoulder arms.

18. Un6x bayonet.

19. Shoulder arms.
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20. Right shoulder shift arms.

21. Shoulder arms.

22. Left shoulder shift arms.

23. Shoulder arms.

24. Support arms.

25. In place rest.

26. Attention.

27. Right shoulder shift arms.

28. Left shoulder shift arms.

29. Support arms.

30. Left shoulder shift arms.

31. Right shoulder shift arms.

32. Support arms.

33. Shoulder a'rms.

34'. Secure arms.

35. Shoulder arms.

36. Present arms.

37. Shoulder arms.

38. Order arms.

39. Parade rest.

40. Attention.

41. Shoulder arms.

42. Load in eight times, load.

43. 2.

44. 3.

45. 4.

46. 5.

47. 6.

48. 7.

49. 8.

50. Shoulder arms.

51. Close order.

52. March.

53. Right dress, for firing.

54. Front.
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55. Ready.

56. Fire by file, commence firing.

57. Right face. '

58. Support arms.

59. Forward march.

60. File right.

61. File right.

62. On the right by file into line.

63. Halt.

64. As skirmishers, on the centre group by the

right and left flank.

65. Double quick.

66. March.

67. Order arms.

68. In place rest.

69. Attention.

70. Shoulder arms.

71. Fire and load at will, commence firing.

72. Fire and load kneeling, ready.

73. Commence firing.

74. Rally by fours.

75. Parry quarte, guard.

77. Parry tierce, guard.

79. Parry prime, guard. %

81. Parry seconde, guard.

83. Parry high quarte, guard.

85. Parry high tierce, guard.

87. Thrust, guard.

89. Lunge, guard.

91. Lunge-out, guard.

93. Thrust and develop, guard.

95. Thrust and passade, guard.

97. Shorten on the right.

98. Thrust.

99. Guard.

100. Shorten on the left.
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101. Thrust.

102. Guard.

103. Parry tierce in retreat, guard.

104. Parry seconde in retreat, guard.

105. Leap to the rear, kneel and parry

106. Rally by company.

107. Disperse.
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From the N. Y. Herald, May 5, 1860.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

THE U. S. ZOUAVES, OF CHICAGO.

The United States Zouave Cadets, of Chicago

—whose name is familiar with military men from

one end of the Union to the other, from the fact

that they recently challenged any company in the

United States to drill with them for a stand of col

ors, which they won at the United States fair, at

Chicago, last fall—start on the 20th of June on the

most extensive excursion ever undertaken by a mil

itary organization in this country. They will visit

Detroit, Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Rochester, Syra

cuse, Utica, Albany, Troy, New York city, Boston,

Providence, New Haven, Hartford, Springfield, Phil

adelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Harrisburg, Cin

cinnati and St. Louis, and probably other cities en

route.

They contemplate that it will take thirty days to

make the round trip, at an expenditure of between

$8,000 and $10,000. They will take sixty-one men

and a band of _ fifteen pieces. They are mostly

young men—merchants and clerks—and the ave

rage age of the members is but twenty-two years.

They have three full uniforms, a full dress, chas

seur and Zouave, and will undoubtedly attract great

attention wherever they go.
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From the St. Louis Republican.

The U. S. Zouave Cadets are, in all pro

bability, the best drilled men in the Union.

This company is composed of young men en

tirely; all of them well-bred and well-educated.

They tolerate no bad practices among their

members, and a visit to a gambling house,

drinking shop, or any place of bad repute, by

any member, is sufficient cause for his expul

sion. Attached to their armory, in Chicago,

is a reading room, a gymnasium, and every

thing that will render the place attractive to

young men. It is said that the company drill

very frequently, which must be apparent to

every one who has seen them maneuver. The

commander of the company, although but lit

tle over age, is one of the best tacticians in the

country. This is the same company which

challenged the whole Union to a drill not long

since, and which challenge was accepted by a

company of the Seventh Regiment of New

York. Let the Seventh Regiment look to it,

that its laurels are not taken away !
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From the Urbana Union.

THE ZOUAVES OB1 CHICAGO.

Col. Ellsworth, of Chicago, has grouped

together the finest talent, the firmest muscle,

and the purest morals to be found among the

young gentlemen of his city, and organized

them into a military corps, under the " name

and firm " of the Zouaves. We witnessed a

specimen of their squad and company drill the

other evening, and it modified essentially our

dislike for those exercises which contemplate

the systematic manufacture of ghosts, either in

the name of patriotism, or the hope of glory.

The company is up in military "polemics"

and warlike belles lettres, and, in our individ

ual opinion, can just punch the conceit out of

any veterans, of their cubic dimensions, on the

face of the earth. As a disciplinarian, Col.

Ellsworth stands unrivalled, and he is now

preparing his pets for an amateur excursion to

the eastern cities, where they intend to snatch

the diadam from all the "star" companies

which can be coaxed into "comparative

gymnastics."
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TERMS OF THE DRILL

For the Military Championship of the United

States and Canadas.

In publishing the " terms of the drill " for the

government of the contest for "The Colors," now

in our possession, we submit them with entire con

fidence that they will meet with the approval of the

gentlemen who contemplate meeting us in friendly

competition for the championship. We have under

taken their arrangement, with a keen appreciation

of the delicacy of our position, and have been care

ful to exact nothing of our competitors with which,

were our positions changed, we would not cheer

fully comply ; nor have we relied entirely on our

own judgment in this arrangement, but have sub

mitted them to a number of distinguished officers,

who have been unanimous in their approval of the

" terms of drill," etc., etc., as fair and honorable in

every particular.

There has been some question as to the extent,

etc., of our challenge. That there may be no farther

misunderstanding in reference to this subject, we

will avail ourselves of this opportunity to explain

the origin of, and repeat the challenge.

* entered the contest for these colors, under

standing that the possession of them conferred the

championship of the militia of the United States,

inasmuch as the award was offered by a National

Society, and the drill open to all alike. We ex
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erted ourselves to the utmost, and were much dis

appointed in not meeting the competition we had

been led to expect. Having received the colors,

and not caring to wear honors until fairly and un

questionably our own, we determined, before claim

ing the championship, to give an opportunity to all

who desired to avail themselves of it, to contest

our right to that honor. Hence this challenge,

which arose, not from a spirit of arrogance or

bravado, but from a sense of fairness and honor,

which, we trust, will ever govern our actions in our

military capacity, and without which we should

consider even the championship of the United States

and Canadas, a poor honor.

First. The merits of the contending companies

shall be decided by a drill before a board of seven

Judges, who shall be military gentlemen of ac

knowledged ability, graduates of the U. S. Military

Academy, and who are practically familiar with

Hardee's drill.

Second. The contesting companies shall choose

alternately six Judges, who shall choose the seventh.

Each of the companies shall have the right of ob

jecting to either of the Judges, if it can be shown

that he is in any manner prejudiced.

Third. The Judges shall base their decision

upon the absolute military merit of the companies,

their fitness for active and immediate service, and the

extent and perfection of their drill. These points

shall be determined by a test, and in a manner
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that will abmit no misconstruction or controversy.

Fotjbth. In the event of the challenge being

accepted by two or more companies in one State, we

claim the right to require them to hold a trial drill,

and decide which is the superior company— the

drill to be conducted in accordance with the terms

herein enumerated. The colors of the contestants

shall be delivered to the victors, and we will drill

with them as the representatives of their State. The

object of this is simply to save time and expense.

Fifth. If the companies accepting the challenge

come to Chicago, we will undertake to entertain

them, and no effort shall be spared on our part to

render their visit pleasant to all concerned.

They will be required to bring with them a flag,

banner, or whatever will answer the purpose, hav

ing upon one side the arms, motto and name of the

company, and the regiment, division and State to

which they belong ; and on the reverse, the State

arms.

Sixth. In case of our going from Chicago to af

ford any company an opportunity to drill for the

championship, we shall require them to possess a

stand of colors, as valuable as our own, to be made

in accordance with a description which we will

send to any military company who apply for it.

Seventh. When the companies appear before

the Judges, the commissioned officers of each shall

make an affidavit that their men are not picked for

the occasion, and that all the available men of the
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company are present. We claim the right, if we

choose to enforce it, of requiring that our opponents

shall drill no more men than ourselves, upon the

day of trial.

Eighth. At the close of the drill, the decision

shall be rendered immediately, and the colors of the

contestants delivered to the victors.

Ninth. We claim the privilege of using a Light

Infantry Manual, adapted to the Minie Musket,

arranged for our use, by Col. Ellsworth, in lieu of

Hardee's Manual, a strict observance of which (in

our case) is rendered impossible, as it contemplates

the use of the rifle. To affect any fancied advan

tage arising from this, we will place in the hands

of the Judges a printed copy of this manual, which

shall contain as many movements, and all of them

as difficult of exeoution as Hardee's or Scott's, and

they may exact a strict observance of all its details.

Tenth. All companies accepting or intending

to acoept this challenge, shall send an immediate

notification to that effect to the

U. S. ZOUAVE CADETS,

Cadet's Assembly Rooms,

Corner Slate and Randolph streets, Chicago.
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From the Chicago Leader.

EXPLANATION" OF SEC. 9.

We are desired to explain section ninth of the

terms of drill for the military championship. The

section reads as follows :

" Ninth. We claim the privilege of using a Light

Infantry Manual, adapted to the Minie Musket,

arranged for our use, by Col. Ellsworth, in lieu of

Hardee's Manual, a strict observance of which, in

our case, is rendered impossible, as it contemplated

the use of the rifle. To affect any fancied advan

tage arising from this, we will place in the hands

of the Judges a printed copy of this Manual, which

shall contain as many movements, and all of them

as difficult of execution as Hardee's or Scott's, and

they may exact a strict observance of all its details."

The meaning of this section is apparently clear,

but some gentlemen have construed it into a de

mand that any company drilling against the Cadets

should drill according to this Manual. This is not

the fact. The Manual is simply for the use of

the Cadets, and the only object in placing a copy

of it in the hands of the judges at the time of trial,

is that they may exact from the Cadets, as close an

observance of their manual, as they do of their op

ponents an observance of Scott or Hardee ; and

that no advantage may accrue to them (the Cadets),

they have guaranteed that " the Manual shall con

tain as many movements, and all of them as diffi-

<sult of execution, as Hardee's or Scott's."

Nor is it necessary that the company accepting
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the challenge should adopt the same drill as the

Cadets. The challenge may be accepted with per

fect propriety by an Infantry, Cavalry, or Artillery

Company, as the decision is to be based entirely

upon the absolute military merit of the contest

ing companies in their respective arms of the

service. The question for the decision of the

judges will be, not whether the Company opposing

the Cadets are adepts in the- Zouave drill, but

whether they are more perfect in their peculiar

drill, and better adapted for service than the Cadets

in their speciality.
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^rmorg Wi. S>. format ffabtts,

Chicago, Illinois, May Zd, 1860.

To the Military Companies, of all Arms, of the

Regular Army and Militia of the United States

and Canadas.

On the 20th day of September, 1859, we publish

ed a challenge to our military brethren to drill for a

stand of colors, awarded this company by the United

States Agricultural Society, and the Military Cham

pionship of the United States and Canadas.

This challenge, together with the terms of drill,

for the government of the contest, which were ar

ranged under the supervision of competent and

impartial officers of the regular service and militia,

and endorsed "as fair and honorable in every par

ticular " by the best military authority, we have

caused to be published throughout the Union. By

the award of the colors we now hold, we were

placed in a position which for the honor of our

State, we will do our best endeavor to maintain un

til we have proven our right to the honor they con

fer, or yielded to some corps better entitled to them

than ourselves. In proof of our willingness to af

ford our military friends every facility for deciding

this matter, we will bind ourselves to pay the entire

expenses, including railroad fare, etc., etc., of any

company in the United States or Canadas, who come

to Chicago to drill against us, provided they win

the colors. In addition to this, we propose to make
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the tour of the United States, leaving Chicago about

June 20th, and stopping at the following points :

Detroit, Hamilton, C. W., Buffalo, Rochester, Utica,

Syracuse, Albany, Troy, Springfield and Boston,

Mass., Providence, R. I., Hartford and New Haven,

Conn., New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Lexington,

Louisville, St. Louis, and Springfield, Illinois,—in

order to afford those companies who cannot well

leave their homes, an opportunity of contesting our

right to the championship.

Having now done to the extent of bur ability all

the circumstances seem to demand, we hereby an

nounce, that if we can retain our colors until the 20iA

day of July next, or until the close of our contcmpla-

tedtour, we shall claim for the city of Chicago and stale

of Illinois the honor of the military championship of

the United Slates and Canadas.

U. S. ZOUAVE CADETS,

Governor's Guard,

Chicago, Illinois.
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From the Chicago Journal.

GOLDEN" RESOLUTIONS.

The Zouave Cadets, of this city, at a meeting

held recently, adopted the following praiseworthy

resolutions. The adoption of these resolutions will

at once place the young gentlemen composing the

corps, in the good will and praise of all.

ZOUAVE CADETS.

At a regular meeting of the XT. S. Zouave Cadets,

held at the Cadet's Assembly Rooms, corner of Ran

dolph and State streets, sixty-threemcmberspvesent,

the following preamble and resolutions were unani

mously adopted :

To the Citizens of Chicago :—■

At the time of the formation of this company, in

April last, we adopted certain rules not usually em

bodied in military organizations for our government

in matters calculated to affect the standing and good

name of the corps. These rules, then considered

very stringent, were strictly adhered to, and though

the fact is obvious that many of our citizens are in

military associations with no higher object than the

mere pursuit of pleasure, or the gratification of a

petty ambition, yet our departure from the course

usually pursued by such organization, met the ap

proval of the majority of our citizens. We are

proud of the good name our association already pos

sesses, and our pride and love for it is such that we
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would have all others view it in the same light as

ourselves. Association has proven by contrast the

utter folly and vicious tendency of dissipation. Ex

perience has taught us the power of discipline. We

propose to prove the sincerity of the one, and the

influence of the other, in a manner that will, we

trust, not only attest the sincerity of our desire to

deserve the confidence of the citizens of Chicago,

but that our organization is instituted for worthy

purposes, capable of exerting the best influence

upon the character of the members, and worthy of

the unqualified respect and approval of all true

spirited men ; therefore, we have adopted and added

to our Company regulations the following rules :

Resolved, That from the date of these resolutions,

the following acts shall be, and are, declared offen

ces against our organization, punishable by expul

sion, and publication in the Chicago papers of the

offender's name, and forfeiture of his uniform and

equipments to the company :

First, Entering drinking saloons at any hour of

the day or night, except when compelled by imper

ative business which cannot be transacted by proxy,

in which case a statement of the facts should be made

to the company immediately after the occurrence.

Second, Entering houses of ill-fame under any

circumstances or pretext whatever.

Third, Entering any gambling saloon, or gamb

ling for any sum of money or article, under any

circumstances or pretext.

Fourth, Entering any private room attached to

any hotel or saloon, for drinking or gambling pur

poses, under any circumstances.
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Fifth, Playing billiards in any public billiard hall

or saloon. Playing billiards is interdicted not be

cause of any objection to the game as an elegant

amusement to those who can afford it, but because

for young men it is a step towards the other offences

named, and the excitement and the associations of

the billiard saloon naturally lead to drinking.

Resolved, That as it is the first duty of every

Cadet to avoid any temptation to break the rules, so

it is his second, when any infraction of them comes

to his knowledge, to report the same to the company

in the manner prescribed in section 12, company

regulations, that they may take such action as will

guard against any repetition of the offence ;

Therefore when it is proved that any Cadet has

been cognizant of any infraction of these rules, and

has not communicated the same to the company, he

shall receive the same penalty as the delinquent.

Resolved That as want of occupation and amuse

ment are the chief causes of dissipation, we will at

once complete our reading and chess rooms, and

add, by every means in our power, to the attractions

of our armory.

Resolved, That hereafter, in the event of the sick

ness of one of our number, we will, if circumstances

require it, take care of him and afford him all the

assistance in our power.

Resolved, That these resolutions go into effect Fri

day, March 9th, 1860.

Resolved, That each member of the company pro

vide himself, as soon as possible, with the company

badge, consisting of a gold star shield with a tiger's

head in the center, and name of the corps engraved

on the star, which shall be worn conspicuously on the

vest or watch chain, that the public may know them

as Cadets, and judge for themselves of the manner

in which the foregoing resolutions are observed;

5
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Resolved, That in case of one of our number los

ing his situation, each member of the corps shall be

bound to make all reasonable effort to procure him

employment, and if his necessities require it, he

shall, as long as he remains in good standing, and

out of employment, receive from the company an

allowance weekly, sufficient for his subsistence.

In adopting these rules we are aware of the re

sponsibility we assume, and that we run the risk of

diminishing, to some extent, the strength of our

company. But we are convinced that any one of

our number who has not the moral courage and self

control to live up to these principles, has not stamnia

sumcient to do credit to our corps ; and while we

will use all reasonable efforts to induce all of our

men to remain with us, and others to join, in the

hope of extending the benefits of these principles,

yet, rather than depart in the slightest degree from

these rules, we will part with them, although it

reduce our company to a dozen men.
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COMMENTS ON THE CHALLENGE.

The Zouave Cadets.

This finely drilled company of young gentlemen,

through their commander, Col. E. E. Ellsworth, has

issued a challenge to any military company of citi

zen soldiery in the United States, or Canadas, to"drill

with them for the superb stand of colors awarded

them by the National Fair, lately held in this city.

Should any company have the temerity to accept

the said challenge, we can assure them that they

will have a hard combat and a long one, coupled

with the pleasure of drilling with those, who,

though victors or losers, will ever preserve the name

and conduct of gentlemen. We are proud of the

Zouave Cadets, and can go a hat or two on the con

test. Who takes us up ? Tiger ! Zouave !—Chi

cago Democrat.

Tile Zouave Cadets.

We would call tha attention of the New York Clip

per, and all others interested, to the challenge of

this crack Company, which we to-day publish. We

consider it fair and manly in all particulars, and so

plainly worded that there can be no possible misun

derstanding in the matter, and hope to see it fully

tested, as to whether our Chicago boys are invinci

ble in the tented field, or not. They are anxious

for the contest, and we assure all Companies that
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may come, that they will be treated as gentlemen

and soldiers, by gentlemen and soldiers that knew

their duty in both respects. Who will be the first

to respond ?—Chicago Leader.

GRITTY.

The Chicago Cadets have magnanimously deter

mined to possess the champion stand of colors,

awarded them at the National Fair for best drilling,

only upon the right of merit and excellence. They

therefore challenge any body of soldiers, regular or

militia, to drill with them in competition for the said

colors. For particulars, address Col. Ellsworth,

commandant of Cadets.—N. Y. Herald.

MILITARY.

Col. E. E. Ellsworth of the Zouave Cadets, as gal

lant a leader of as gallant a company of soldiers as

ever stepped to the music of a drum, has furnished

us with the following statement, detailing the terms

of the drill for the Championship of the United

States and Camadas, under which the Zouave Cadets

stand ready to compete with any other military

company for precedence. By carefully reading

them over, and the remarks with which they are

prefaced, it will be seen at once that the Col. and

his Company mean business, and have not challenged

their brothers-in-arms elsewhere to a friendly trial

of skill for the sake of mere effect, but with a desire

to back up words with deeds.—Qqzette.
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COMMENTS ON THE RESOLUTIONS.

The Zouave Cadets.

The corps known as the Zouave Cadets of this

city, who bore away the $500 colors at the United

States Fair, and claim to hold the same as the

champions against the United States, and who

would give any company, regulars or militia, a

sharp contest, who should seek to surpass their

drill and maneuvering, have just adopted a series

of rules, which if not only they, but every other

young man, would "live up to," there would be

few or no failures in scaling the heights of honora

ble and useful manhood! These, or similar rules,

if adopted in every commercial establishment in

our city where young men are employed, would shut

off the channels that lead to embezzlements, default

ing and robbery of employers. If the Zouaves

prove as perfect on these rules as they have on

their rules of drill, they will become men as well as

soldiers, worthy of all praise.—Chicago Journal.

The Zouave Cadets.

This crack company have adopted a series of

rules, which if rigidly observed (and we doubt not

they will be) will add much to that esteem our citi

zens, one and all, already entertain for them as

gentlemen and soldiers. By these rules the Cadets

are interdicted from entering, under any circum
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stances, drinking saloons at any hour of day or

night, (except when compelled by imperative busi

ness)—from entering houses of ill-fame on any

pretext whatever, or gambling saloons, or from

playing billiards in any public saloon whatever.

The penalty of violating said rules, we are informed,

is expulsion. These rules are alike creditable and

honorable to Col. Ellsworth, and every member of

his truly splendid company. It will be sufficient

for our businessmen and citizens hereafter to know

that any young man in our city is a member of the

company of "Cadets." They will require no ad

ditional recommendation or certificate of good

character.—R. R. Gazette.'

fil§f A military organization in Chicago known

as the Zouave Cadets, who recently bore away the

$500 colors at the United States Fair, for superiority

in drill, hav« just adopted a set of rules, a depar

ture from the letter of which forfeits a membership

in the company. They should be engrafted in the

by-laws of every association of the kind. We ap

pend them without further comment.—Philadelphia.

Record.

J8®» We publish to-day the resolutions of the XJ.

S. Zouave Cadets of Chicago. They need no com

ment from us, they speak for themselves.—N. Y.

Independent.
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NOTICES- OF THE PRESS.

From the Press and Tribune.

On the First Public Drill of the Cadets, July 4th,

1859, two Months after their Organization.

The military feature of the day was the drill of

the Chicago Cadets, This fine corps, under the

instruction of Col. Ellsworth, have acquired extra

ordinary skill and proficiency in company evolu

tions, and when in Lake street, opposite the Tre-

mont, and subsequently in Lake Shore Park, they

gave public evidence of their discipline and activity.

The thousands of lookers-on heartily and repeated

ly applauded their feats. Without doubt the Cadets

are the crack corps of the city. Since, with a

wisdom that the older companies would do well to

imitate, they have made strict temperance and

morality conditions of membership, and their op

posite the cause of compulsion, they have progressed

with great rapidity. With them, soldiering is the

means at once of social enjoyment and physical

education. Their rapid and difficult evolutions and

their soldierly appearance, show how wise they have

been in steering clear of the rocks upon which

many a fine company has been broken up. As long

as their present rule, which forbids the wearing of

their uniform in any drinking-house or disreputable

place, is upheld, and as long as they are wise

enough to see that the advantages of exercise and

drill may be wasted by nights of carousal, they will

deserve the encouragement which all who witnessed

their evolutions on the 4th, are willing to extend to

them. We but echo the general opinion when we

say that the Cadets cannot be surpassed this side

of West Point.
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From the Oazette.

Exhibition Drill previous to the Drill for the

Championship.

The Cadets, on Tuesday evening last, gave an

exhibition drill in their splendid gymnasium in the

Garrett Block, and notwithstanding the intense

heat it was attended by a splendid audience, among

whom there were many of the F. F.'s of Chicago.

The Cadets appeared for the firsftime in the Zouave

uniform, which is, of course, just the dress por

trayed in the illustrated newspapers, and is adopted

by the Cadets as a fatigue suit. In the picture it

looked awkward and baggy, but in reality it is

unique, and is decidedly the loosest and lightest

attire that any soldier wears. There is nothing to

impede the movements as there is in the stiff dress

of the British soldier, and the scarcely more con

venient attire of our own regulars. The jacket is

blue, and the pantaloons are of scarlet, while the

cap is the jauntiest little scarlet head-gear ever

worn by a practical fighting man. It is much better

than the old military cap, and we think even pre

ferable to the n§w regulation, Dutch-looking Kos

suth hat just adopted. If the Chicago Cadets do no

other good, they will certainly have opened the

way for comparisons between our soldiers' dress

and those of the French army, and which may lead

to important dress reforms. Another fact in favor

of the Zouave uniform is the cheapness of it. We

learn that the Cadets suits cost about $2 each, and

although they are of too light material for heavy

wear, yet these suits could be made to wear well at

a trifle over that expense.

As for the evolutions of the Cadets, we do not ex

aggerate matters, when we say that even their most

sanguine friends were surprised at the wonderful
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precision, rapidity, and difficulty of their drill.

They were cheered loud and long as one splendid

erolution succeeded the other, each in turn some

thing that we had never seen before, or so perfectly

performed that no one could recognize the old exer

cise. Col. Ellsworth has done nobly, and received

well merited applause. The boys exhibited the

"elephant" to their friends, "ahannimile" that

caused a general laugh. The Cadets did something

in the way of singing, and gave us a taste of their

cheering, which is somethiug new and startling.

The Cadets are destined to be the crack corps, and

already number some 75 members, while to the

gymnasium they have added some 500 subscribers.

We understand that during the State Fair they are

going to do a Zouave feat—they intend to start from

the Armory, and run all the way to Cottage Grove.

We think on that occasion we shall take the horse

cars, but wish the boys " a pleasant time."

From the Gazette.

ACCOUNT OP THE DRILL

For the Stand of Champion Colors, offered by the National Ag

ricultural Society, to the best drilled Military in the U. S.

The Military Drill was one of more than ordinary

interest. But two companies competed for the

prize, the reputation of the Cadets deterring others

from making their appearance, as the opinion was

very generally entertained that the awarding the

prize to this Company might be considered as a

foregone conclusion. The Cadets were on the

ground punctually, numbering 61 muskets, and

went through the drill of the United States Army

in a manner that won the admiration of the judges,

and elicited repeated rounds of applause from thou

sands of spectators. After this drill was over, the
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Cadets retired for a short period, soon reappearing

in the peculiar costume of the Zouave, a most pic

turesque uniform, and one which became them

amazingly. We have heretofore described the vari

ous exercises of this most modern species of warfare,

which has been but recently adopted by military

circles in the United States. The Cadets, thoroughly

roused by a spirit of generous emulation, determin

ing to " win or die," acquitted themselves splendid

ly. We have never seen even the maneuvres of

this company so finely, promptly, and perfectly

done. There was not a question of dispute as to

whom the splendid colors prepared for the occasion

should be awarded. The Committtee were unani

mous. Pres. Tilghman, in an eloquent and sensible

speech, in which he eulogized the Cadets in terms

of glowing enthusiasm, delivered the "colors" to

Col. Ellsworth, who responded on behalf of his Com

pany in language most feeling and appropriate.

The Cadets on receiving the flag gave nine hearty

cheers for the President, the Agricultural Society

and the Highland Guards, and thus terminated one

of the most interesting features of the Fair week.

Col. Ellsworth has reason to congratulate himself

on the decision rendered by competent judges

(several of whom were West Point graduates), and

the Cadets to be proud of their able and gentlemanly

Commander. They are a spirited set of glorious

fellows, and deserve all the credit they have labored

so hard for, and so triumphantly obtained. Success

to Ellsworth and the Chicago Cadets, no longer of

the gallant " 60th " !

From the Chicago Democrat.

EXHIBITION DBILL.

Zouaves' Drill.—The Zouave Cadets gave an

exhibition drill on Friday evening last, to a select
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company of their friends. The hall was filled with

the elite of the city, and the party there gathered to

gether would have alone been a sight worth seeing.

The Cadets went through their evolutions, with

that same precision, rapidity and excellence, which

has won for them tiieir " championship," which

long may they retain, and will too, as long as the

same esprit du corps pervades them, that now seems

to fill the breasts of each and every member of the

company. The Light Guard Band was present

and added not a little to the interest of the occasion,

by the excellent music which they gave during the

interludes of the drill.

Success to the Zouaves. Long may they and

their Champion Banner wave.

APPOINTMENT OF THE CADETS AS GOVERNOR'S GUARD.

From the Press and Tribune.

A Graceful Compliment Worthily Bestowed.

Head-Quarters Illinois State Militia,

Springfield, Jan. 23, 1800.

Desiring to testify my appreciation of the U. S.

Zouave Cadets, of Chicago, as a military organiza

tion, and encourage them to persevere in the main

tenance of their present proud position, I do hereby

by virtue of my authority as Governor, and Com

mander in Chief of the Illinois State Militia, and in

conformity with an established custom, appoint the

U. S. Zouave Cadets the Governor's Guard of

Illinois.

Signed, WM. H. BISSEL,

[seal.] Commander in Chief I. S. M.

By the Governor.

0. M. Hatch, Sec. of State.

Thos. L. Mather, Adj't Gen.
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LETTER FROM THE MAYOR OF CHICAGO,

Acknowledging services rendered March 5th and 6th,

OJST OCCASION OF ANTICIPATED RIOT.

Mayor's Office,

Chicago, March 10, 1860.

Col. Ellsworth,

Com. IT. S. Zouave Cadets.

My dear Sir :

Before retiring from office,

permit me to tender to you, and to the members of

your Company, the thanks of myself and of the

citizens of Chicago, for the prompt action on your

part in tendering to the city your services on the

6th inst. Remaining under arms, as you did, from

the night of the 5th until the night of the 6th inst.,

ready at the call of duty, without fee or reward, is

an act of devotion to the principles of good order

and good government which every citizen will, I

trust, be glad to acknowledge, ere long, in a more

substantial manner than mere thanks.

You will ever have with you, as a company and

as individuals, my best wishes for your success,

both now and hereafter. With much regard,

I am very truly yours,

JOHN C. HAINES,

Mayor.
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From the Tribune.

After return, of the Company from Springfield.

Military.—There was not a company upon the

occasion of the recent trip to Springfield to take

part in the demonstration in honor of the late Gov.

Bissel, that attracted so much attention and enthu

siastic comment, as the Zouave Cadets of our city.

The Quincy Blues were present, under command of

their gallant Capt. Morgan, and were lavish in their

- encomiums of the Cadets and their incomparable

drill. The " Blues " a,re a, splendid looking body

of men—all six footers, and as brave, generous and

soldierly as any crack company in the Union. We

understand they conceded superiority of drill and

execution of quick, dashing movements to the

Cadets. Capt. Morgan, who served with distinction

in Mexico, and has traveled all over Europe, in a

short speech to the " boys," said that he had seen

the French Zouaves ' and the elite of the European

armies, and he had never witnessed anything anywhere

so fine as the movements of the Cadets and their various

evolutions, which wereperfection itself. This is high

praise coming from such a source, and our " boys"

could not be other than highly gratified.

Immediately after the return of the military from

Springfield, the Cadets received a document headed

as follows :

Springfientj, Ills.,)

Col. E. B. Ellsworth : March 23d, '60. J

The undersigned, having witnessed the drill and disci

pline of your noble company, while on their recent visit to our

city, wish to tender them, through you, the assurance of their

admiration and thanks for the opportunity they have enjoyed

of seeing the same.

Hon. 0. M. Hatch, Secretary of State.

Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, State Treas.

Hon. J. G. Nicolay, Ass't Sec'y of State.

Hon. W. H. Herndon.

Hon. Wm. Jayne, Mayor.

Lieut. E. K. Owen, TJ. S. N.

Volney Hiokox, and one hundred others.
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From the Chicago Herald.

U. S. ZOUAVE CADETS.

We arc proud, as every Chicagoan should be, of

the Zouave Cadets of this city, and are pleased to

reproduce whatever favorable mention is made of

them. We take the following from the Baltimore

Clipper :

" We learn from private sources that the much

vaunted United States Zouave Cadets, of Chicago,

have resolved upon visiting, in July next, Balti

more, Philadelphia and New York, in each of

which cities they will, if report speaks truly of their

excellence, create a very decided sensation. The

drill of the Cadets is strictly Zouave in its nature,

looking as much to the development of the physical

powers of the soldier, as to the acquainting him

with the tactics of the camp or field. Their drills

consequently embody many exercises of a much

more gymnastic nature than are to be found in the

books ; scaling walls over the inclined planes formed

by the backs of their stooping comrades, and again

by the sheer lifting power of the left arm ; fighting

as skirmishers from all positions a la Hardee ; exe

cuting the dashing bayonet exercise, and, in point

of fact, all the movements which science has in

vented to render the modern Light Infantry man

the most terrible of modern warlike machines."
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From the Chicago Herald.

THE ZOUAVES.

Their exhibition drill—Over fifteen hundred persons un

able to gain admittance—The drill—Brief history

and description of the company—Proposed tour of

the United States—Its progress—The excitement

about it elsewhere— What is thought of it at home

—Preparation—Peculiarities of the company— Who

will accompany them, etc.

The first of a series of exhibition drills, to be

given by the Zouaves, previous to their departure

for the East, took place on Friday evening, the 11th

inst., in their spacious quarters, the Cadets' Assem

bly Rooms. Seats were placed for the accommoda

tion of one thousand persons, corresponding with

the number of invitations issued, but long before

the hour set for the commencement of the drill, the

hall, or rather that part of it intended for the audi

ence, was filled to its utmost capacity—over fourteen

hundred persons having gained admittance ; and

though many were unable to see anything of the

drill—a great number were compelled to stand up,

and all crowded to suffocation—still they persisted

in maintaining their places. It was estimated that

a still larger number were unable to gain admit

tance. The drill was, as usual, a decided success.

The company executed the whole of the Light In

fantry Drill, without the omission of a single evolu

tion, including the dashing bayonet exercise. The

drill occupied nearly three hours. The intervals

of rest were pleasantly filled up by the delightful

music of the Light Guard Band. As usual the au

dience were composed of the elite of our citizens,

who turn out in full force whenever the Cadets an

nounce an exhibition drill.

A brief history of this popular and celebrated
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corps may, in this connection, prove interesting.

They owe their existence to a conversation which

occurred about one year since, in New York, when,

in presence of the commandant of this corps, a slur

was cast upon western military, which gave rise to

a resolution on his part to devote one year to mak

ing them retract their sneers, with interest. On the

5th of May last, the organization of this company

was effected, and they started with fifteen men, un

der the name of the Cadets of the 60th Regiment.

Their first act was to assume the debts, amounting

to over $300, of a disbanded organization—the Na

tional Guard Cadets, whose arms they took. They

adopted a constitution, declaring the objects of the

company to be "to furnish a place of resort,

where young men of the city could spend their lei

sure time pleasantly and profitably, without resort

ing to the usual rendezvous of the young men about

town. In furtherance of this, to establish a gym

nasium and reading room, etc., etc., debarring the

company from entering saloons after drill hours, or

drinking in uniform."

The progress of the company was exceedingly

rapid. They gained possession of their present ex

tensive armory, and on the Fourth of July paraded

forty-six men, appearing in an entire new uniform

and equipments, entertaining as their guests the

Milwaukee L. G. Cadets. The Tribune spoke of their

drill on that occasion as follows :

"The Cadets then executed their Zouave drill

amid the enthusiastic cheers of the large multitude

who had assembled to witness it. The most dmicult

evolutions were executed on a quick run with the

utmost order, precision and rapidity ; and they were

not only pronounced elegant, but wonderful, by all

who witnessed them. During the whole of their
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drill they were greeted with the most hearty cheers.

We but echo the general opinion when we say that

the Cadets cannot be surpassed this side of West

Point."

Shortly after the Fourth, it was intimated that a

stand of colors would be offered by the National

Agricultural Society to the best drilled military

company in the Union. The Cadets at once set to

work, and on the day appointed, made their appear

ance with sixty-one men, and in the presence of

nearly eighty thousand spectators went through the

entire drill of the Zouaves and Chasseurs de Vin-

cennes. To their intense disappointment, no com

petitors appeared except the Chicago Highland

Guards, and they were awarded the colors, consist

ing of the elegant flags bearing appropriate inscrip

tions. They returned to their armory, disappointed

at their easy victory, and determined, since they

had worked so hard for the honor, to possess it in

full or not at all; and the following challenge was

authorized to be published, the boys declaring they

had rather be beaten than not fight at all :

OH1LLLKV&1.

Armory TJ. S. Zouave Cadets, )

Chicago, 111., Sept. 20th, 1859. J

The National Agricultural Society, at their seventh annual

fair, awarded to the U. S. Zouave Cadets a stand of champion

colors, which any company of the militia or regular army of the

United States or Canadas are welcome to, if they can win thorn

in a fair contest.

For terms of drill, etc., apply immediately to

E. E. Ellsworth,

Col. Commanding U. S. Zouave Cadets.

Having thrown out the "challenge," the company

pursued the even tenor of their way until the 10th

of October, when they received an invitation to par

ticipate in the opening of the North-Western Rail-

road, as the guest of the company, which was ac
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ceptcd, and one platoon accompanied the excur

sionists. They made firm friends of and elicited

golden opinions from all with whom they were

thrown in contact. At Fond du Lac, by special re

quest, they gave an exhibition drill, which was

enthusiastically applauded. On the return train,

the company were presented with a bouquet com

posed of over three hundred pieces of ribbon, clip

ped from the hats of the lady excursionists, as a

memento of the trip.

The company continued giving their exhibition

drills until the first of December, when they re

solved to have a resting spell, while Col. Ellsworth

went to Springfield to attend to his duties as Pay

master General, and effect an arrangement, for some

Minie muskets, the company having hitherto used

musquetoons. The Cadets' muskets not arriving

when expected, the case was stated to the Spring

field Greys, commanded by Gen. John Cook, who

promptly placed their own muskets at the disposal

of the Cadets. On the second of February, Col. E.

returned from Springfield, and again commenced

work by beginning at the rudiments, and reviewing

the entire drill in the most thorough manner; since

then the Cadets have drilled every night, with a

very few exceptions, up to this time.

On the 22d of February, the company paraded

with eighty men, and immediately after the parade,

impressed with a desire to render their organization

sans reproche, they adopted a set of resolutions de

claring it an offense, punishable by expulsion, to

enter, under any pretence or circumstances, any

drinking, gambling, or billiard saloon, house of ill-

fame, or any disreputable place whatever ; giving

permission to all, who would not agree to live up to

these requirements, to retire from the- company.

These resolutions, so entirely novel, and unexpect
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ed from a military company, took every one by sur

prise ; but few thought the company could sustain

them, and that class of persons most interested in

having them prove a failure, resorted to every ex

pedient to break them, but they had miscalculated

the strength of determination possessed by the men.

Five, who tried the experiment, were promptly ex

pelled and published. This settled the matter. The

resolutions were copied from Maine to Georgia, and

everywhere with commendation.

On the occasion of the late municipal election,

the Mayor, anticipating a serious outbreak, ordered

the company to hold themselves in readiness to come

out at a moment's notice. They responded prompt

ly, and were under arms two nights and one day,

until dismissed by the Mayor. They were offered

compensation by the city, which they refused.

On the 14th of March, they were called to Spring

field in the capacity of Governor's Guard, to attend

the funeral of the lamented Col. Bissell. During

their stay there, at the solicitation of the citizens,

they gave an exhibition of their drill to a select

audience, in one of the halls placed at their disposal

for the purpose. Immediately after their return,

they were the recipients of a complimentary letter

of thanks, signed by a great number of the first

citizens of Springfield. This drill was the occasion

of a very pleasant incident. There was present

during the drill, by invitation, a company celebra

ted for the perfection of their drill, who, the Cadets

had been informed, proposed to accept their chal

lenge. At the close of the drill, the commandant

of the company, who is an old soldier, stepped for

ward, and, calling the attention of the audience

who were leaving the Hall, said he had a few words

which he desired to express as publicly as possible.

He said : " I have witnessed and observed closely
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the drill, discipline and bearing of the best corps in

the continental armies, have been in camp with, and

am familiar with, the drill of the Zouaves them

selves, but I can say, truly, I never, until to-day,

witnessed the perfection of drill possessed by these

men."

The company propose leaving the city June 20th,

and visiting the following points :—Detroit, Buffalo,

Rochester, Utica, Syracuse, Albany, Troy, Spring

field, Boston, Providence, Hartford, New Haven,

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Lexington, Louisville, St.

Louis and Springfield. They will take about sixty

men, rank and file, and be accompanied by their

splendid Band. They will take with them their

entire equipments and uniforms, consisting of one

full dress of blue and buff, a chasseur uniform

(French) of blue and red, and one Zouave uniform.

The last, which was exhibited for the first time, at

the late drill, is certainly the jauntiest, gayest

dress imaginable, and surpasses, in beauty and pic

turesque effect, everything of the kind it has been

our fortune to see.

That they will create an unexampled sensation

wherever they go, cannot be doubted. This is

already foreshadowed by the invitatit ns, which the

bare announcement of their trip has called forth,

and the exertions made to induce them to visit points

out of their contemplated route. The novelty of

their organization, drill and uniform, and the cir

cumstances attending their trip, combine to produce

a greater manifestation of interest than any similar

affair in the annals of our militia. We believe no

other company of the militia ever attained the same

standing as this one at home. It has been their

aim (to use an expression from their Constitution)

"v "to buildup an efficient military organization, and
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free it* from all objectionable features of similar

associations, a rigid adherence to certain principles,

which should command the unqualified approbation

of all true men." The fact that the best class of

our citizens are unanimous in their approval and

admiration of this organization, is obvious to all

who have enjoyed the pleasure of attending their

drills. Although up to Friday evening last, the

purpose of the company had not been announced,

yet it has for some time been generally known, and

excited great interest ; the universally expressed

opinion being that there is no possibility of excel

ling a corps who work so energetically and possess

.the determination of purpose indicated by their

course thus far. The company are omitting nothing

that will add to the eclat of their appearance and

drill. All their time out of business hours, is de

voted to preparation for their trip. At seven o'clock

every evening they assemble, don their drill uni

form, and a knapsack, which is packed with brick

and weighs 25 pounds, and drill until 10 o'clock ;

take lunch (they have a dining room, kitchens and

steward's room connected with the Armory) for

which 15 minutes is allowed, then drill until eleven,

when they are dismissed. Their drill is of the most

arduous description, and their is no movement or

duty belonging to a Light Infantry company, how

ever complex or simple, that they cannot execute.

Indeed, we are informed by an officer who has wit

nessed their drill, that the minutia of their drill is

carried to a greater perfection than even at West

Point.

It is a matter of no little surprise, to all who wit

ness the drills of this corps, how a body of young

men of such diversity of character and dispositions,

can be made to stand the extraordinary strong dis

cipline of the Company, and voluntarily submit to
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the exertion necessary to attain the perfection

evinced by their movements, as their is no coercion

about it. As is the case with all hard workers when

released from the restraints of the drill, there does

not exist a more wide-awake set of boys on earth.

Thes take hold of anything promising fun, with the

same zest that animates their drill. Their acknowl

edged leaders in fun are each big with some project

for the edification of his comrades ; one has a pet

elephant in training ; another a band, from which

George Christy might take a hint, and we have

been shown, in confidence, a specimen which, when

not on exhibition, handles a musket, that would

quite re-establish Barnum's fortunes. The boys

possess all the elements of an independent institu

tion within themselves. They have an elegant

quartette club, a fine instrumental band, represent

ing twelve instruments, composed of their own

members. With such a company, it ceases to be a

wonder that the members should work hard to sup

port its good name and build up its reputation.

A single instance will serve to illustrate the esprit

du corps of the company. Shortly after the passage

of the resolutions prohibiting drinking, etc., when

all who would not vote for them were allowed to

withdraw, and during the excitement caused by

them, a communication was sent to the company, to

the effect that seventeen members, comprising some

of the very best soldiers in the corps, all of them

first-class men, had broken the resolutions. A meet

ing was immediately called, and the gentlemen ex

cluded, in conformity with their regulations, until

the charges should have been made ; and it was

ascertained that there remained, besides the seven

teen excluded, only twenty-seven men, besides

officers, buglers, etc., who could go on the contem

plated tour. Although there were present about
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sixty men, and the matter was placed before the

company in this light, that the number charged with

having broken the resolutions were of the very best

material in the company, that their expulsion would

reduce the number who could leave the city, to

participate in the contest for the colors, to some

thirty muskets. A vote was taken, which resulted

unanimously for the expulsion of all who had broken

the resolutions, if it reduced the company to twenty

men—maintaining that the honor of the corps did

not depend upon the number of its members, but

upon the conduct of those composing it. Fortu

nately it was proven' that the charge was a false

hood, originating with some expelled members, who

desired to break up the corps, and it was found

necessary to expel only four.

The company have all along labored under great

difficulty, in consequence of the constant changing

of business and location of the young men of this

city. Since they organized, sixty-five of their mem

bers, after becoming perfectly drilled, have removed

from the city, or have been compelled to give up

their connection with the company in consequence

of business, except thirteen, who were expelled or

dismissed for misconduct. This has added tenfold

to the labor of drilling and sustaining the company.

This very difficulty would, in the case of most organ

izations, have had a strong tendency to cause them

to relax their rigid regulations, in order to induce

the large number who would willingly swell the

ranks of the company, after they had attained their

present standing. But, with a firmness that few

would expect under the circumstances, they have

persisted in their course, promptly expelling all

who would still persist in erring.

The excitement concerning their tour increases

every day, and we can assure our Eastern and
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Southern friends that there is a treat in preparation

for them. After giving evidence of our enterprize

in every department of business, by way of dever-

tisement, we will send them a specimen of what we

can do in the way of military.

The cadets start June 20th, or thereabouts, and

will have about sixty, rank and file, besides their

magnificent band, and will be accompanied by a

very large number of citizens, who will make this

the occasion of a visit to the different cities of the

Union.
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Extract pkom records of a regular meeting op

the U. S. ZOUAVE CADETS, held at their

Armory, Cadets' Assembly Rooms, in the City

op Chicago, State of Illinois, Feb. 2nd, 1860.

Col. Ellsworth addressed the Company at. length

upon the subject of the programme for the ensuing

six months and the future of the corps.

He said in substance, "that the Company must

that night'deeide upon one of two courses of action,

and, having made their determination, commence

work. If to carry out the design of making the

tour of the United States at the time fixed upon,

they must calculate upon giving up everything ex

cept business and the Company. All visits to the

theatre, calls on friends, parties, etc., must be sacri

ficed, and every evening, except Sundays, devoted

to drill from 7 to 11 o'clock, from this until the 20th

of June. Besides which, several days must be

spent in the field in practice of the skirmish drill.

There was," he remarked, "but one way of avoid

ing this necessity for arduous labor and constant

application—to follow in the beaten track and emu

late only those militia companies whose highest

ambition consists in donning a uniform and carry

ing about the streets arms which they are incapable

of using. This superficial knowledge of military
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science was worse than none." His proposition was

"to commence again at the rudiments of the Light

Infantry Drill, ignoring all previous practice, and

go through in the most thorough and systematic man

ner, with everything pertaining to the complete in

struction of the Light Infantry soldier, including

gymnastics, fencing with bayonet and sword, and

duties in camp and garrison." He then explained

a system of instruction which he was perfecting,

which, if properly carried out, would lay the found

ation for as thorough and critical knowledge of

military science as could, with limited time, be well

attained outside of the regular military schools. He

also proposed that if, after the completion of the

excursion in contemplation, they still felt a desire

to keep up their practice and advance in the science,

they should form a Skeleton Regiment of such of the

Company as had showed themselves capable and

progressed far enough to assume command, for the

purpose of gaining a knowledge of battalion evolu

tions and duties. * x * * * *

* * * *

A vote was taken, which resulted in the hearty

endorsement of Col. Ellsworth's views, and the fol

lowing resolutions were submitted and unanimously

adopted :

Resolved, That, from the date of this resolution

until we have proven our right to carry our colors,

we will drill every night, excepting Sundays.

Resolved, That no excuse will be accepted for ab
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sence from drill, except imperative business which

cannot well be transacted by proxy, or sickness so

severe as to oblige confinement within doors.

Resolved, That any member ot this corps who is

able to leave the house during drill hours, is able to

come to the armory, even if he cannot drill ; there

fore, it is

Resolved, That the Commandant, during drill

hours, have power to cause to be arrested and

brought to the armory any member who is found or

known to be at any place of amusement, in the

street, or at any place whatever where he is not de

tained by imperative business.

Resolved, That no member of this corps be allow

ed to go upon the excursion who cannot pass a

rigid and critical examination in every department

of the Light Infantry drill (School of the Soldier

and Company) ; and it is further

Resolved, That after the completion of the pro

posed tour of the United States, we re-organize,

with only those men who have done their duty to

the letter under all circumstances, and have mas

tered the company drill, upon a regimental basis,

after the plan proposed by Col. Ellsworth, for the

purpose of obtaining a knowledge of batallion evo

lutions and duties—the facilities for which our State

military organization does not afford. * *

Extract from records of a special meeting of

the U. S. ZOUAVE CADETS, champions, heid

at their Armory, Cadets' Assembly Rooms,

Chicago, Ana. 20th, 1860.

Col. Ellsworth stated, that, in pursuance of the

resolution adopted February 2d, 1860, he was

preparing a plan for the organization of a Skeleton
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Regiment, which he proposed to submit at the next

regular meeting, if it was still the desire of the

members to keep up the association and rules of

the Zouaves, and qualify themselves for command.

It was unanimously Resolved, That the desire of

the company was to continue the course, and that

Col. Ellsworth be requested to perfect and submit

his plan of organization at his earliest convenience.

ARGUMENT.

Force is one of the elements of government ; with

out it no government can exist.

The right arm and chief support of the civil is

the military power.

Therefore, this power must be fostered and main

tained, and it is the duty of every patriotic Ameri

can citizen to encourage its development by all

legitimate means.

The spirit of our government is hostile to large

standing armies, but contemplates the latent exis

tence of this power in the people, organized and

effective as a militia.

This militia cannot be called out of their own

State, except in certain emergencies.
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The majority of occasions for an augmentation of

the military power, is of a nature to call for a lim

ited number of volunteers to serve at a distance.

Hence, the organized militia are at liberty to go

or not ; but, being composed in great part of a

class of persons who at least are well established in

life, the inducement is not sufficient to get them to

volunteer, except for temporary service in their

own State. Experience has proved that a call for

volunteers is responded to by the floating popula

tion of towns and cities, the lower class of laboring

men, and foreigners but just arrived in the country.

These men elect there own officers, thus rendering

it possible for designing men, without the shadow

of a qualification, to get command.

There are in every community, as citizens, many

of them members of the militia, a class of young,

able-bodied, intelligent men, who, while their means

will not admit of their joining the militia, are bound

by few ties of any nature, and would gladly embrace

the opportunity of a few years' service, if under

proper officers, and with companionable associates.

There is also a large class of men who have seen

service, or graduated at some military institution,

in every way qualified for command, who, while

their means, occupation or inclination will not ad

mit of their joining the militia, still would gladly,

if the emergency arose, enter the service of their

country, if the slightest opportunity presented itself

of doing so in a respectable manner.
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These two classes are kept in the background by

the haste and generally loose manner of the organ

ization of our volunteer regiments. Therefore, any

plan calculated to bring these men forward should

be encouraged.

The men, for reasons already explained, must be

left in the background, until the call for service.

To insure, however, when this call arises, a speedy

organization and mobilization of these men, the of

ficers must have completed the nuclei of an organi

zation, and must associate and pursue together a

systematic course of study, etc., etc.

Therefore, a limited organization is necessary to

insure the following important end, viz : competent

and energetic officers ; able, intelligent, and active

men ; ever in readiness for active and immediate

service.

The following plan of organization of Skeleton

Regiments, is arranged with a view to answer these

purposes.
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ARTICLE I.

Sec. 1. The objects of this organization are the

promotion of the following ends, viz :

Sec. 2. To have always in readiness for service a

full regimental complement of officers, thoroughly

instructed in all the duties of their positions.

Sec. 3. To institute and maintain a systematic

course of reading, lectures, study, and practice.

Sec. 4. To introduce an important and greatly

needed change in the materiale of our volunteer

soldiery.

Sec. 5. To introduce, also, a most important

change in the uniform and equipment of the Light

Infantry soldier.

Sec. 6. To keep a roster, to be corrected at stated

periods, of young, able-bodied, active and intelligent

men, who are peculiarly adapted for service, who

are so situated as to be able and willing to respond

to any call for volunteers to support the laws and

honor of our country.

6
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Thus having what the militia organization does

not afford, a regiment available, with a full comple

ment of men, at a notice of ninety-six hours, to go

to any part of the American continent, at the call

of the General Government.

ARTICLE II.

Sec. 7. Whenever this Regiment shall be called

into service of the General Government, the portions

of these Regulations, if there be any, that conflict

with the Army Regulations, shall be null and void.

Sec. 8. In all matters not referred to and provided

for in these Regulations, this Regiment shall be

governed by the U. S. A. Regulations, and the cus

toms and usages of the U. S. Military Academy, as

far as applicable to the emergency.

Sec. 9. This Regiment shall, within forty days

from date of organization, place on file at the War

Department, and at the head quarters of the State,

a standing offer of their services in case of any

emergency which necessitates an augmentation of

the military power of the United States.

ARTICLE III.

NAME.

See. 10. This Regiment, by and with the consent

of the Commander-in-Chief of the State of Illinois,

shall be known and designated as "First Regi

ment Illinois Light Infantry," with the supple

mentary designation of "U. S. Zouave Cadets."
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DRILL AND DISCIPLINE.

Sec. 11. Light Infantry, as practiced by the TJ. S.

Zouave Cadets.

UNIFORM.

Sec. 12. There shall be two uniforms for officers

and men : one especially adapted to service, called

the campaign uniform ; the other, called the bar

rack uniform, to be worn when not in the field, on

duty and on dress occasions.

Both of these uniforms shall be made in accord

ance with the designs prepared by Col. E. E. Ells

worth, no departure from which shall be permitted

under any pretext.

ARTICLE IV.

OFFICERS.

Sec. 13. The officers of this Regiment shall con

sist of Colonel, Lieutenant-Colonel, Senior and

Junior Majors, Surgeon and Chaplain, a Captain,

First, Second and Brevet Second Lieutenants, five

Sergeants, and four Corporals to each company.

The duties of Adjutant, Quarter-Master, Commis

sary and Paymaster, will be performed by First

Lieutenants, designated and detached for that pur

pose by the Colonel.

The duties of Sergeant-Major and Quarter-Maste

Sergeant will be performed by two of the First Ser

geants designated by the Colonel. The duties of

Sub-Quarter-Master Sergeants will be performed by

the Third Sergeant of each company.
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE IN THIS REGIMENT.

Sec. 14. No person shall be elected to command

in this Regiment who is not an American citizen,

physically qualified for active service, capable of

command, of good and respectable standing in com

munity, and willing to take oath to support the

Constitution and Laws of the United States, State

of Illinois, and those portions of the Laws of this

Regiment which he is required to swear to maintain.

Sec. 15. No person shall hold office in this Regi

ment who is not a graduate of some military insti

tute, or has served in the regular service of this

country for a period of not less than five years, un

less he can pass a thorough examination in Light

Infantry tactics, (School of the Soldier and Com

pany), and can get from the Regimental Board of

Examiners, a certificate of having passed such

examination, and being qualified to command a

company.

ARTICLE V.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Sec. 16. All elections and appointments shall be

predicated upon the merits of the candidates, with

out reference to the regular order of promotions.

Sec. 17. To insure a full complement of officers for

all emergencies, the commissioned officers may, by

vote of three-quarters of the full number of

officers, confer the rank of Honorary Brevet Lieu

tenant upon a limited number, not to exceed two

for each company.
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Sec. 18. This Honorary Brevet confers no com

mand, but admits of participation in the studies

and drill, and renders the recipient eligible to

vacancies. '

Sec. 19. Brevets can be conferred only upon those

who can fulfill all the requirements for holding com

mand in the Regiment, except passing examination,

■which will not be required of the Honorary Brevets

until six months from date of election.

Sec. 20. In case of vacancies, the rules of the

army applicable to such emergencies shall be ob

served until a regular election is held.

Sec. 21. All elections for officers shall be by bal

lot; a majority of two-thirds being necessary to an

election.

Sec. 22. No officer can receive his commission or

assume his position until he has received his cer

tificate of examination, and taken the prescribed

obligations.

Sec. 23. A person not residing in the city or State

where this Regiment is located, may be eligible to

office in this Regiment, provided :

First. He will take the necessary obligations.

Secondly. That his acknowledged military ability,

education and practice is such as to justify the

Board of Administration in certifying that they be

lieve the officer so elected competent to take his

position in the Regiment at any time, and that the

best interests of the Regiment and the true interests

and objects of the organization would be advanced

by his election.
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AFFIRMATIVE ELECTION.

Sec. 24. In the event of this Regiment being mus

tered into service, there shall be held an affirmative

election, and all the officers shall be re-ballotted for,

and if any officer fails to receive a vote of the major

ity of the full complement of officers, his position

shall be vacated and the officers will proceed to fill

it in the manner prescribed in Sec. , Regimental

Regulations. This officer so deprived of his position

will be eligible for election to any position for which

he may possess the necessary qualifications.

ARTICLE VI.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Sec. 25. Same as prescribed for officers of similar

grades by the U. S. A. Regulations. In addition to

which—

Sec. 2G. The Adjutant shall perform the duties

of Secretary, assisted by the Adjutant's Clerk, who

shall be selected, for his qualification for the posi

tion, from the privates.

Sec. 27. The Quartermaster shall make all eon-

tracts and purchases for the Regiment, subject to

the control of the Board of Administration.

Sec. 28. The Commissary shall have charge of

and be responsible for all company property, uni

forms, etc.

Sec. 29. The Paymaster shall perform the duties

of Treasurer, and shall render monthly accounts of

his affairs under penalty of forfeiture of commission.
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ARTICLE VII.

TERM OF OFFICE.

Sec. 30. Shall be five years, or during competent

and faithful performance of duties.

INCOMPETENCY.

Sec. 31. Any officer failing to discharge the duties

of his position in a competent and faithful manner,

may be court martialed, and reduced to the ranks,

or expelled from the Regiment, if the charges be

sustained.

Sec. 32. Any member of the Regiment may enter

complaint in writing, under pledge of secrecy, to

the Board of Administration, and they shall serve

a notice upon the person against whom the charge

is preferred, to appear before them, and if he can

not satisfactorily disprove the charge, the Colonel

shall order a court martial for his trial, which shall

be conducted as prescribed by U. S. A. Regulations.

Sec. 33. If a charge of incompetency be preferred

in the same manner, the Board of Administration

shall notify the person so charged to appear before

them within ten days, and undergo an examination,

which shall be as prescribed in Section 88.

Sec. 34. The examination must be held in pres

ence of the field and line officers, and at its close

the president of the board shall put it to vote,

whether in the opinion of the officers the charge be

sustained ; if so, he forfeits his rank, unless his

natural qualities for the command, justify the offi

cers in suspending him for a period.of not more
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than four months, at the end of which period he

must again be examined, and if he cannot pass,

forfeits his rank.

Sec. 35. The majority of the officers will always

have power to expel and publish, if necessary, any

one of their number who violates his obligation or

infringes the Regulations of the Regiment.

Sec. 36. The uniforms and equipments of all ex

pelled members, shall be forfeited to the Regiment.

ARTICLE VIII.

FURLOUGHS AND RESIGNATIONS.

Sec. 37. Officers leaving headquarters for a period

not exceeding one year, may be granted furloughs

at discretion of the Colonel or commanding officer.

Sec. 38. Resignations can only be accepted when

the person wishing to resign is to remove from the

State in which the Regiment is located.

Sec. 39. When any officer is compelled by busi

ness or other good reasons, to cease, for a limited

time or permanently, the discharge of his duties,

he may receive, by vote of the officers, a furlough,

and hold it as long as necessary, provided, he

leaves his uniform, excepting sword, belt, epaulets

and sash, in the hands of the commissary, and pays

his dues regularly.

ARTICLE IX.

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION.

Sec. 40. The Board of Administration shall be

composed of one field and four line officers, who
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shall be selected for their acknowledged character

for unflinching integrity, and fair, impartial and

conscientious and fearless discharge of duty.

Sec. 41. It shall be their duty to examine all can

didates for command ; to communicate all Resolu

tions sent to them under pledge of secrecy to the

Regiment, and to decide and adjust all matters of

misunderstanding and dispute which arise in the

Regiment, and to be responsible for the strict ob-

servence of these Regulations in every particular.

Sec. 42. They shall always cast their vote as a

unit through their chairman, and no resolution shall

be valid until endorsed by them.

Sec. 43. If a vacancy occurs in their board, they

will have power to fill it.

Sec. 44. If they abuse their prerogatives in any

manner, they will be proceeded against as provided

in Section 32.

Sec. 45. The members of this board will be re

quired to take the following obligation :

OATH OF THE BOARD OP ADMINISTRATION.

Sec. 46. Having accepted a position as one of the

Board of Administration, for the purpose of exam

ining applications for election to office in this Regi

ment, and of communicating confidential matters

to the officers, in form of Resolutions, and of assum

ing the arbitration of disputes, and with a high

sense and understanding of my responsibilities and

duties ; I do solemnly swear, that I will ever bear

in mind that, charged with the examination of

applicants, I amresponsible that no one obtains com

mand who does not possess the requisite qualifica
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tions. That I will in all examinations, discharge

my duty fairly and impartially, and report favorably

only when I am convinced that the applicant is

qualified, and that it would be advisable to elect

him if in actual service.

I do further solemnly swear, that I will never

reveal the names (without permission) of the orig

inator of any motion given to me under pledge of

secrecy, but will faithfully submit the same to the

Company at the next regular meeting.

I do also solemnly swear, to conscientiously arbi

trate all disputes and misunderstandings submitted,

to the best of my ability. And I will remember

that I am especially charged with the maintenance

of a strict and critical observance of the Laws and

Regulations of this Regiment, and during my con

tinuance in office I will spare no endeavor to preserve

them intact. So help me, Almighty Sod.

(Signed)

ARTICLE X.

DETAILS OF REGIMENTAL ORGANIZATION.

Sec. 47. This Regiment shall consist of ten com

panies, designated A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J.

Sec. 48. The commandant of each company will

be required to obtain at least forty-five signatures

to the following obligation :

CONDITIONAL OBLIGATION.

Sec. 49. We, the undersigned American citizens,

being able, to the best of our knowledge and belief,

to pass the examination required by the United

States Army Regulations of all recruits, hereby

solemnly affirm, that in case of a call for volunteers

for the defense or the preservation of the laws of
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this State, or of the United States, our situation is

such that we could go into the service of the United

States, and would be willing to do so for the usual

compensation. We accordingly volunteer to serve,

in case of such emergency, in the First Regiment

op Illinois Light Infantry, on condition that this

imposes no further obligation upon us, except in

case of a call for volunteers, than attending roll

call at the headquarters of this Regiment, on the

twenty-second day of February, fourth day of July,

and the fourth day of October in each year.

(Signed)

Sec. 50. The Colonel will cause to be published,

ten days previous, notice of a meeting of the entire

Regiment for roll call, between ihe hours of 8 and

10, A M., or 8 and 10 p. M., on the days above named.

When the men are assembled, they shall be sized

and drawn up in line, and each captain will call his

roll. All who answer to their names, and re-affirm

their willingness to volunteer, will be checked.

Sec. 51. Each captain will be responsible for fill

ing whatever vacancies may occur in his roster

within twenty days after roll call.

ARTICLE XI.

INSTRUCTION.

Sec. 52. At the headquarters of the Regiment,

there shall be kept one or more volumes of the fol

lowing works:*

Hardee's Light Infantry Tactics. 2 vols.

Scott's Infantry Tactics. 3 vols.

* These works will cost about $25, and caa be procured of

Chas G. Stone, 27 Howard Street, New York.
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United States Cavalry Tactics. 3 vols.

United States Artillery Tactics.

Mahan's Elementary Course of Civil Engineering.

Mahan's Treatise on Field Fortifications.

Mahan's Elementary Treatise on Advanced G'ds,

Outposts and Detached Service of troops.

McClelland's Bayonet Exercise.

Lt. R. S. Smith's Manual of Topographical Draw

ing.

Kingsburry's Treatise on Artillery and Infantry.

Henry Heth's System of Target Practice.

Henderson's Medical Examination of Recruits.

Forrest's Military Engineering and War Imple

ments.

Collin's Illustrated Military Hand Book.

Burn's Naval and Military French and English

Dictionary.

Wayne's Sword Exercise.

Palmer's Memoir of Reconnoisance of Rivers.

The following papers, devoted exclusively, or in

part, to military matters, shall be kept on file :

Military Gazette, New York, Lieut. Stone, Editor.

New York Mercury, Lieut. Bailey, Military Editor.

New York L.eader, Maj. Pickney, Military Editor.

Sec. 53. The officers shall elect, by ballot, from

among their number, two instructors—one theoret

ical, and the other practical. These two positions

may be filled by the same person, if there be one

possessing the qualifications necessary.

Sec. 54. That one of their number, who shall

possess or develop the greatest taste for, and ability

of imparting instruction in any department in forti

fications, military engineering, outpost service, shall

be elected instructor in his specialty.
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Sec. 55. There shall also be an instructor in fenc

ing with the small sword, with the broad sword and

bayonet, and an instructor in the Manual of Arms,

or these shall be combined in the same person.

Sec. 56. The only object being to bring out the

peculiar and special talent of each officer in the

manner most beneficial to all.

Sec. 57. The drill nights shall be decided by bal

lot. There must be, however, at least one evening

per .week, from 7J to 11 o'clock, devoted to theoreti

cal military instruction, and practice of battalion

evo'utions.

Sec. 58. There must be in each year an encamp

ment of three days, at least. The first day to be

devoted to target firing ; the second, to practice of

skirmish drill as a company ; the third, to the prac

tice of battalion evolutions with ropes.

Sec. 59. This camp must be held ten miles from

the city limits, and at least three miles from any

railroad or boat station. No liquor can be allowed

on the ground under any circumstances.

Sec. 60. There shall be, during the year, at least

twelve lectures delivered before the officers by gra

duates of West Point, on such subjects as may be

decided upon.

Sec. 61. The entire drill of Light Infantry, School

of the Soldier and Company, including skirmishing

and bayonet drill, as enumerated in the appendix to

the Manual published by Col. Ellsworth, shall be

reviewed and practiced at least once in each month.
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For the purpose of insuring the repetition of the

drill in a thorough and systematic manner, it will be

arranged in four divisions, and the officers will de-

Tote four nights in each month to the practice of the

drill as a company, under the command of the pro

per instructor.

The divisions will be as follows :

FIRST WIGHT.

SCHOOL OF THE SOLDIER WITHOUT ARMS.

Part First—Nos. 1 to 34 Inclusive.

PRELIMINARY Nos. 1 to 4

FACINGS

MARKING TIME

STEPS

" ON THE MARCH

FLANKING

Part Second—Nos. 35 to 54 Inclusive.

ALIGNMENTS Nos. 35 to 39

COUNTING * " 40 " 42

WHEELING " 43 " 46

DOUBLING FILES " 47 " 50

MARCH TO THE FRONT " 51 " 54

MANUAL OF ARMS.

Part First—Nos. 55 to 102 Inclusive.

Part Second-^-Nos. 103 to 183 Inclusive.

LOADING AND FIRING in Eight

Times Nos. 109 to 127

LOADING AND FIRING in Four

Times Nos. 128 to 136

LOADING AND FIRING at Will... " 137 " 139

LOADING AND FIRING Kneeling

inEightTimes « . 140 "148

" 5 « 12

" 18 " 17

" 18 " 22

" 23 " 31

" 32 " 34
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LOADING AND FIRING Kneeling

at Will Nos. 149 "152

LOADING AND FIRING Lying in

Nine Times " 153 "169

LOADING AND FIRING Lying at

Will " 170 "192

LOADING AND FIRING in Sitting

Posture, " 173 "181

LOADING AND FIRING on the

March " 182

LOADING AND FIRING on the

Run " 183

SECOND NIGHT.

SCHOOL OF THE COMPANY.

Part First—Nos. 184 to 241 Inclusive.

PRELIMINARY Nos. 184 to 187

FACINGS " 188 "202

ALIGNMENTS in Closed Ranks " 203 "205

MANUAL " " " 206 "241

Part Second—Nos. 242 to 277 Inclusive.

AT THE HALT Nos. 242 to 246

" " WHEELING " 247 " 254

ON THE MARCH " " 255 " 260

TO MARCH IN LINE OF BAT

TLE, AND EXECUTE THE

MOVEMENTS INCIDENT

THERETO Nos. 261 to 271

TO MARCH BY THE FLANK,

AND EXECUTE THE MOVE

MENTS INCIDENT THERETO, " 272 " 277

Part Third—Nos. 279 to 292 Inclusive.

MOVEMENTS TO BE EXECUTED

BY THE NEAR RANK Nos. 293 to 310
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DIVISION A Nos. 293 to 298

B - " 299 " 303

C " 804 "310

MOVEMENTS TO BE EXECUTED

IN DOUBLE QUICK TIME " 311 " 333

DIVISION A " 311 "315

B " 316 "321

C " 322 "326

" D " 827 "333

MOVEMENTS TO BE EXECUTED

AT ROUTE STEP " 211 "333

THIED NIGHT.

BAYONET DRILL.

Part First—Nos. 334 to 367 Inclusive.

GUARDS Nos. 334 to 338

MEANS OF LOCOMOTION " 339 "345

" ATTACK " 346 "350

" DIRECTING THE

ATTACK " 351 "354

MEANS OF DEFENCE " 355 " 362

" USING THE POINT,

WHEN BREAST TO BREAST " 363 " 364

MEANS OF USING THE BUTT

OF THE PIECE " 365 " 367

Part Second—Nos. 368 to 432 Inclusive.

SIMPLE COMBINATIONS Nos. 368 to 382

NINTH LESSON OF " " 383 " 395

TENTH " " " 396 " 406

ELEVENTH " " " 407 " 418

TWELFTH " " „ " 419 " 432
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FOURTH NIGHT.

Skirmishing Drill—Nos. 1 to 67 Inclusive.

DIV. A. DEPLOYMENTS Nos. 1 to 37

BY COMPANY " 1 " 12

BY PLATOON " 14 " 37

DIV. B " 38 " 53

ASSEMBLING BY COMPANY " 38 " 48

" PLATOON " 49 " 63

DIV. C " 54 " 59

DIV. C. FIRINGS " 59 " 67

Sec. 62. The drill will be executed in the order

in which it is enumerated, and no omissions will be

permitted.

Sec. 63. At least one room, in connection with

the Regimental head-quarters, shall be accessible

at all times to such of the officers as desire to study,

read, etc.

Sec. 64. There shall be procured at the expense

of the Regiment, what is termed " an Automatic

Battallion," of minute wooden figures, for the con

venience of study and illustration of battallion evo

lutions. For the same purpose, there shall also

be a large blackboard so arranged that it can be

seen from all parts of the principal drill room.

Sec. 65. There shall be kept at the Regimental

head-quarters, in the immediate charge of the

Quarter-master Sergeant, a supply of foils, broad

swords, sabres, single sticks, masks, gloves, plas-

troons, etc., etc., and if practicable, a howitzer,

(prairie carriage,) and specimens of all styles of

arms used in service.
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ARTICLE XII.

UNIFORMS.

Sec. 66. All uniforms and equipments, etc.,

must be kept at the Regimental head-quarters, in

charge of the commissary, who will be responsible

for their safe keeping.

Sec. 67. The commissary will deliver no uni

forms, or parts thereof, except in compliance with

an order from the commanding officer, which shall

designate a certain time for their return to the

commissary.

Sec. 68. If the uniform be not returned at the

time appointed, unless the officer retaining it can

give sufficient excuse, he shall be fined $5, and his

uniform shall be held until the fine be paid.

Sec. 69. In the event of an officer leaving the

State to reside, he may, if he desires, leave direc

tions with the commissary to sell his uniform and

equipments for his benefit, but no uniform or equip

ments shall be taken from the Regiment perma

nently.

Sec. 70. The sword, epaulettes and overcoat shall

be exceptions to the foregoing regulations.

Sec. 71. No application for furlough, or accep

tance of resignation, can be acted on unless the

entire uniform and equipments of the applicant are

in possession of the Commissary.

Sec. 72. There shall be kept, at the Regimental

head-quarters, one complete set of campaign uni

form and equipments, and in the event of being
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mustered into service, the equivalent of the value

of the U. S. A. uniform, shall he drawn in cash,

and applied on the purchase of uniforms fcr the

enlisted men, of this pattern.

ARTICLE XIII.

MEETINGS, REPORTS, MOTIONS, ETC.

Sec. 73. There shall be held a Regimental meet

ing for the transaction of business, on the 10th day

of each month.

Sec. 74. The Chairman of the Board of Admin

istration will preside, and the members of the

Board act as Vice Presidents at this, as well as all

other business meetings of the corps.

Sec. 75. The proceedings of the meeting will be

governed by the usual parliamentary rules.

Sec. 76. Except that motions may be made in

writing, and given to the Chairman of the Board of

Administration, under pledge of secrecy, who shall

communicate them to the meeting, who shall pro

ceed as if the motion (if it be seconded), had been

put in the usual manner.

Sec. 77. At each monthly meeting, the Adjutant

will read and then deliver to the Commandant, his

report, which shall state the number of drills, etc.,

held during the past month, and the details of each

occasion, and give a correct list of the names of all

who failed to attend, or were remiss in any partic

ular. As the names are called, of those who have

failed to attend drills or meeting, they shall have
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an opportunity to explain the reason of their ab

sence ; if not satisfactory, a vote shall be taken,

and unless three-fourths of the number present

vote to excuse the delinquent, he shall be fined five

dollars for the first offense ; if a second one occun

he shall forfeit his uniform, and for a third his com

mission.

Sec. 78. The Commissary will then report if any

uniforms or Company property, has been taken from

his possession and not returned.

Sec. 79. He will also report if- any additional

property of any kind has been placed in his pos

session during the past month.

Sec. 80. The Quarter-master will report the pur

chases he has made for the Regiment, the outstand

ing bills, etc., and whatever may be of interest in

his department.

Sec. 81. The Paymaster will report the amount

of money received and payed out, and the amounts

due the Regiment.

Sec. 82. All reports shall be in writing, and

shall be given to the commanding officer for inspec

tion, and then placed on file by the Adjutant.

Sec. 83. A majority of the officers shall have

the power to make such regulations as they may

deem necessary for the good of the Regiment, always

provided that they do not conflict with these Regu

lations.

Sec. 84. No change shall be made in these Regu

lations, except notice be given in writing, stating
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the proposed change. This notice shall be read at

the regular monthly, and at every drill during the

month following, and submitted at next month's

meeting. If it be seconded, it will require a vote

of seven-eighths of the entire Regiment and the

sanction of the Board of Administration, to secure

its adoption.

ARTICLE XV.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sec. 85. Parades.—The officers of this Regiment

may parade as a single company, in which event

the ranking officer will act as Commandant and the

other positions will be filled according to the senior

ity of the officers.

Sec. 86. Officers of this Regiment may hold com

mand or belong to any corps of the Regular Militia

so long as they perform their duty toward this

organization.

Sec. 87. The commanding officer of the Regiment

shall always be a member of the Board of Admin

istration.

FORM OP EXAMINATION.

Sec. 88. A member of the Board of Administra

tion shall conduct the examination of candidates

for command.

He will cause the candidate to repeat at the com

mand, the SCHOOL OF THE SOLDIER, Nos. 1

to 34, inclusive ; MANUAL OF ARMS, Nos. 55

to 183, inclusive. The examiner will then cause
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the candidate to explain the principles and give the

commands of the evolutions of the SCHOOL OF

THE COMPANY, IN QUICK AND DOUBLE QUICK

TIME, AND BY REAR RANK, Nos. 184 and 333,

inclusive.

The candidate may use the Automatio Battalion

or the blackboard to assist his explanations.

This will conclude one examination.

The second one will consist of the execution of

the BAYONET DRILL, Nos. 334 to 432, inclusive,

and the explanation of its principles, and the ex

planation of and commands for the SKIRMISH

DRILL, Nos. 1 to 67, inclusive.

At the close of the examination, the President

will read to the examiners the oath of the Board of

Administration, and they will then make their de

cision.

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP.

Sec. 89. Persons feeling an interest in the ad

vancement of the purposes of this organization, and

desiring to contribute to its support, may be elected

Honorary Members, by paying into the treasury

the sum of ten dollars annually. They may be

come Life Members, subject to no future assessment,

by paying fifty dollars.

Sec. 90. Honorary Members and Life Members

shall receive a suitable certificate of election, signed

by the colonel and adjutant.

Sec. 91. The funds received from Honorary Mem

bers shall be devoted to the establishment of a read
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ing room, the purchase of books, and payment of

expense of rent, fuel, etc.

Sec. 92. The Honorary Members may wear the

badge hereinafter described.

REGIMENTAL ARMS.

Sec. 93. Arms of the U. S. surmounting Garter,

enclosing Arms of Illinois, Eagle of IT. S. Arms

holding in talons staffs of flags, pointing upward at

angle of 45°, flags showing outside the rim of the

garter and festooned beneath. Five-point star,

with shield and tiger head in the center, resting by

the points on the inner rim of the garter.

INSCRIPTIONS.

U. S. motto in scroll, held by eagle's beak. On

the star—"Military Champions op America," and

the following dates ; March bth, 1859 ; February

\bth, 1859 ; and August 15th, 1860. On the garter,

"U. S. Zouave Cadets—Governor's Guard op

Illinois." On scroll held in beak and talons of

eagle, in State Arms, "Illinois State Troops" ;

on flag outside of garter—" First Regt. Light

Infantry." These arms, struck off in gold, and

engraved on reverse side with names of places vis

ited by the V. S. Zouave Cadets in 1860, shall consti

tute the Regimental M«d*l of Honor ; ten of which

shall be presented yearly on the anniversary of the

return of the Zouaves to Chicago, to the ten men

who shall be selected by vote of Regiment, for mer

itorious conduct in all relations of life, and prompt

energetic discharge of duty and general service to

h& Regiment.
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REGIMENTAL BADGE.

Garter buckled, and end falling a little below

outer rim of the circle, enclosing State Arms and

words: "Illinois State Troops" ; on the garter

the supplementary name of the Regiment—"U. S.

Zouave Cadets." On a shield, attached to garter

at top, the number of the Regiment ; in center of

badge, letter designating arm of service, L. I. for

Light Infantry. Company letter on drooping end

of garter.

REGIMENTAL BUTTON FOR STAFF OFFICERS.

Same as U. S. Regimental Staff Button, except

substitution of State for U. S. Arms.

FOR OTHER OFFICERS AND MEN.

Button same size as Staff button, with State arms

and scroll, containing "Illinois State Tboops,"

and letter of the arm of service in center of the

button.

HONORARY MEMBER'S BADGE.

Gold or Silver Shield, with the following inscrip

tion : "H. M." (or Honorary Member), and "1st

Regt. I. L. I. U. S. Zouave Cadets, 1860."

OBLIGATION OF THE COMMISSIONED OFFI

CERS OF THE 1st REGT. ILLINOIS LIGHT

INFANTRY.

I Hereby Solemnly Affirm, that I will support

the laws of the United States, the State of Illinois,

and the Laws and Regulations of this Regiment.

I solemnly affiem, that in case of an emergency

demanding an augmentation of the forces of the
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General Government, for the support of our national

honor, I will, if the services of this Regiment be

accepted and my election affirmed, as provided for

in Sec. 24, hold myself in readiness, at ninety-six

hours notice, to go to any part of the American

Continent, in the service of the United States.

I solemnly AFFIRM, that I will ever, keep in view

the honor and integrity of this organization, and

that all my actions shall be governed by a desire to

preserve it sans peur et sans reproach.

I solemnly affirm, that I will never be guilty of

any act, word or look, tending to the disrespect of

my superior officers ; but will render implicit obe

dience to all lawful commands, and use every means

to preserve the harmony and perfect subordination

and discipline of the Regiment.

I solemnly .affirm, that nothing but imperative

business, that cannot be transacted by proxy, or

sickness so severe as to render it impossible to leave

the house, shall prevent my attendance at the regu

lar drills and meetings of this Regiment.

I solemnly affirm, that I will not enter any

drinking, billiard or gambling saloon ; house of ill-

fame, or any room attached to any hotel or saloon,

for drinking or gambling purposes, or any disreput

able place whatever, at any hour of the day or

night, under any pretext, except the discharge of

imperative duty, while wearing the uniform of this

corps.

I solemnly affirm, that I will not, under any

pretext, drink any alcoholic liquor, except as a pre

scription from a medical man, while wearing the

uniform of this corps.

I solemnly affirm, that I will not speak ill of,
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or by word, look, writing, or sign, reflect upon the

character, manner or peculiarity of any officer or

member of this organization ; but if convinced that

any one of them has done aught unbecoming a sol

dier and a gentlemen, I will communicate it (if I

think it should be brought to notice) in writing, un

der the pledge of secrecy, to the Board of Admin

istration, as provided in Sec. 41, Regimental

Regulations.

I solemnly affirm, that I have undertaken these

obligations after mature deliberation, and with a

full and just appreciation of the responsibilities I

am assuming by so doing ; and if I in any manner

violate my oath, and after proper trial and hearing,

am judged guilty, I authorize the forfeiture of all

my uniforms and equipments, to the Regiment, and

the publication of my name, and the fact that I

have broken the most solemn obligation known to

man—an oath coolly and deliberately taken. So

help me, Almighty Qod !

Signed,
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ILLINOIS STATE TROOPS.

PROVIDING FOR THE ENLISTMENT

ACTIVE CORPS,

AND FILLING UP THE REGIMENT IN CONFORMITY

WITH THE STATE LAWS WHILE RETAINING

THE ORIGINAL OBJECTS AND ORGANI

ZATION IN FULL FORCE AND

OPERATION.





BY-LAWS.

Sec. 1. For the purpose of affording the officers

an opportunity to act as instructors, and benefit by

the practice thus acquired, or to become a part of

the regular State Militia, there may be enlisted into

this Regiment a number sufficient for the purpose

in view, of that class of citizens who have the time

and means to do duty in the Militia, without being

willing to go into service.*

Sec. 2. To establish a distinction between this

organization, which in no way interferes with the

regular organization or its objects, but is simply an

appendage to it, the men enlisted in conformity with

Sec. 48, Regt. Regulations, shall be denominated

the Regimental Reserve, and those elected in accor

dance with these By-Laws, the active corps of the

Regiment.

Sec. 3. The Active Corps shall be divided into

Companies, and each Commandant may enlist not

to exceed one hundred men.

Sec. 4. Each Company may adopt such Compa

ny Regulations for the government of their minor

affairs as they choose ; always provided, that such

Regulations in no wise conflict with the letter or

* The Regiment could be filled up in the manner proposed

above, and become a part of the State Militia, entitled to all the

privileges and benefits arising therefrom.
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spirit of the Regimental Regulations, or these By-

Laws.

Sec. 5. No Company will be permitted to parade

by itself in the day time, except by special permis

sion of the Board of Administration, sanctioned by

the Commanding officer.

Sec. 6. The Uniform, Equipment and Drill, will

be in conformity with the Regimental Regulations.

Sec. 7. The Company Drill will not be permit

ted to interfere with the Drills prescribed in Regi

mental Regulations.

Sec. 8. No one shall be elected to membership

who does not hold a respectable position in the

community, and when any member of the Regi

ment forfeits, by his own acts his good name, he

shall be forthwith expelled.

Sec. 9. Members of the Active Corps shall be

eligible to all non-commissioned offices in the Regi

ment.

Sec. 10. All uniforms shall be the company

property, recoverable by civil process, if not deliv

ered to the sub-Quarter-Master of the Company to

which the member is attached, when required.

Each member, however, will be allowed to have

charge of his uniform, except when about to resign,

or when delinquent in regard to attendance or com

pliance with Regimental and Company Regulations.

Sec. 11. No applications for Furloughs or ac

ceptance of Resignation, can be acted on until the

Uniform and Equipments of the applicant are in
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the hands of the sub-Quarter-Master Sergeant, who

shall be responsible to the Quarter-Master for their

safe keeping.

PAKADES.

Sec. 13. This Regiment may parade at such

times as suit their convenience. Parades will be

decided by vote of the majority of the officers and

men.

Sec. 14. The Companies will always be equal

ized before parading or drilling as a battallion, and

will never parade with less than twelve files front,

nor less than four companies.

Sec. 15. In the event of a parade with less than

ten commands, the Field and Staff will occupy their

usual positions, and the Companies will be officered

according to senority. The first four officers, ac

cording to rank, will fill the positions of Captains.

The next four, act as 1st Lieutenants ; the next four,

as 2nd Lieutenants; the next, as Bvt. 2nd Lieuten

ants. Thus, the First Company would be officered

as follows, supposing all officers present :

Captain, Ranking Captain,

1st Lieutenant Fifth "

2nd " Ninth "

Bvt. 2nd Lieut. Second (in rank,) Lieut.

Sec. 16. The Officers not provided with com

mands, may parade as non-commissioned officers,

or as an Engineer Corps, wearing their full uniform.

Sec. 18. This rule will not be applied at drills,

as each commandant who brings a respectable num
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ber will command his own men, and the other

commands will have to he represented by Sergeants,

or intelligent privates with ropes.

Sec. 18. No member will be allowed to enter

any drinking or billiard saloon, or any disreputable

place whatever, under any pretext, while wearing

the uniform, or any part thereof, under penalty of

expulsion and publication of name, etc., in the

papers.

Sec. 19. Any member showing the slightest

signs of intoxication may be arrested, or expelled,

at once.

Sec. 20. No member will be allowed to enter

any drinking saloon within three blocks of the

Armory until after the expiration of one hour from

the close of drill, or meeting.

Sec. 21. Any member guilty of insubordination

may be placed under arrest by a commissioned or

non-commissioned officer, and shall forfeit his mem

bership and uniform.

Sec. 22. Members may, by applying to the

commanding officer, upon showing good cause, be

transferred from one Company to another.

Seo. 23. In the event of any emergency for

which these Regulations do not provide, reference

shall be made to the Regimental Regulations, and

the Regulations of the U. S. Army.
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